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Part 0. Introduction 

Mechanisms of CP Violation in Gauge Theory 
and the Recent Developments’ 

Darwin Chang, Dcporfmcnf of Physics and Astronomy 

Northweslem Uniuersily, Euanrlon, IL 60208 

So,~n after parity violation vu proposed in 1956, Land& inrnduced Ibe combined 

CP invahne in 1957. He alro observed that .a ConrgUencC Of iovuiance with 

mpect to combined inversion is that Lhe weak interaction operakm in the Lagrangiua 

contain red caffiicienk”. In 1964, Chirstenson, Cmnin, Fitch and Turlayl’l observed 

the CP- violating 2r decay of the K”‘ meson. Eva since then, particle rheorists have 

hen moniog around peering into every likely comer of their +angiu looking 

for elusive complex pbares. At the mane time, experimentdisk UC tuning up their 

iostrwncnla looking for any other appcarana of CP violation. Ii-, 26 yean 

have pawed, and the evidence for CP violation remains confined to the neutral kam 

syatcm while all the CP phenomenology can be very simply explained by a oriw 

phmomenologiul model. called the superweak model, introduced by WolfeotteinM 

the same year CP violation wm fint observed. 

While CP violation remained myskrioua, the field of particle pbyaiu discovered 

ita standard model. The standard model is a field theory basically dictated by gauge 

principle. The standard model bawd on the gauge group SCJ(3)c x SU(2)r x f.J(l)r 

needed only two genenaationa when it vaa first conceived. Kobayashi md ~~karal’l 

nrlizcd that with only two generationa there will be no mom to put in a phyaiully 

Abstract meaningful complex phwe needed for CP violatica. They necked to generalize the 

theory to incorporak that and introduced the third gaeration. They showed LhaL 
Various mechanisms of CP violation in gauge theory are reviewed. We discuss 

the theory with three generaGona hw exactly we such CP violating phase. As the 
the impact of recent developments associated with electric dipole moment(EDM) ; bottom quark and T lcpton were subscqueaGy diswvered this model of CP violation 
of neutron(D,), EDM of quarka( cbromwEDM of quarks(l);), cbromo-EDM of , became the standard model of CP violation. 
gluon(D;), EDM of electron( and EDM of W bosao(Dw). 

There were other attempt8 at generalizing the standard model to incorporate CP 

viol&on. In 1974, L&q provided an&a ray of looking at CP violation. He ahowed 

how CP can be broken spontaneously through the Higga mechanism just like the gauge 

symmetry. He demonstrated the mechadam in a model with minim.4 extension of 

the Hiw sccbx of the standard model. In the model a second doublet of Higgs 

boeons is introduced in addition (0 the one in the standard model. In this minimal 

akmion, the CP violation is mcdi&zd hy the Bwor changing neutral Higga baaone. 

The experimenkl constraink require these bcaom to be very heavy. Aa a mult, 
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the mo&] behavea like a ~uperweak model. Weinberg14 suggestd to eliminate the 
flavor changing neutral cwrcot by imposing a discrele symmetry in order to acheive 

M) called ‘m,tural Eavor conservation “lq. In that care CP can be broken in a two 

generat& model ooly when there are three doublets of Hi@ bosons. The dominant 

CP.vio]ating mechanism is mediated by the charged Higgs b=notw. AS L result, the 

mode] ia mi]]iwd in character. CP CM be broken spontmeaualy or explicitly in the 

mo&] 10. Dn ~1’. ‘11. For the CM~ of spontaneous breaking, it ia euy to show that 

there is only me CP violating phare in the charged Higga oector and the K-M phaJc 

vanishn at the tree level even when there are three generations of fermioosl’q. Being 

mi]]iw& in &aracter, the model predicta large CP violation in maoy experiment8 

other than the neutral Kahn system. In fact the model is under experimentd assult 

on many fronts. For example the model predicts relatively large values for $,l’* for 

CP violating correlation in aemileptonic KL decay 1’4 and for the neutron electric 

dipole moment, DNb5], It is also easy to construct versions of this model that give a 

large electricdipole moment for electron, De. All these combine with the most recent 

bound on the charged Higga boaon mass from collider experiments to give a very tight 

constraint oo the charged Higga models of CP violation. 

CP violation mediated by flavor conserving neutral Higgs bosom had been more 

or Ins ignored for a long time. The interest HM renewed lately due to the recent 

experimental and thwretical progras which we shall review later. There are dm 

many modem versions of the neutral Higgs CP violating models with basically the 

same backbone mechanism~“n”] 

In 1976, Mobapatrs and Patil’q proposed to extend the gauge sector of the atan- 

dud model to incorporate CP violation. They added the right handed gauge inter- 

actions to the left handed one in the standard model. The aimplest version made use 

of the gauge group SU(3)c x SU(Z)L x SU(2) RX U(l),+~. It made parity invariance 

possible at high energy]‘*]. The new gauge interaction implied a right-handed charged 

current which can be CP violating. This type of CP violating mechanism is milliweak 

in character. Therefore it ia nontrivid to reproduce the superwe& phenomenology 

which ia so far consistent with experiments. If the mixing between the left-handed 

and right-handed currents can be ignored, then it can be shown that there are two CP 

violating phaxs in the theory if there are only two generations of fwmioos. IO which 
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cw, it WM hxvo that the theory hu a ao called ‘iwconjuga~” relation which 

guarm(w that the superweak result in the kaon system is reproduced]‘* Irl. unfor- 

t,unate]y this is no longer the cace whm there an mom than two generations ~CCUWC 

the existence of other ph- in the theory. In general, in the N gtnemtian cast there 

M N’-N+I CP violating phaaes]‘“~m*“.n] including the K-M pha. It wu later 

sbown that, among these phares, the complex Foupliog, qut associated with the mix- 

ing between the left-banded md the right-hmdtd charged currents w dw give rir 

to very interesting CP phenommology. This mixing is noruem in most of the models. 

IO fact, if one suppresses the K-M pharea by implementing spontaneous CP violation, 

the phwe of r)‘n becoma the leading contribution to the CP phenamenology]‘~ of 

the theory. This source of CP violation also bar the character that it does not rely 

on &xrationd mixing. Therefor& for the Bavor neutral promw like D, or D& the 

heavy generation done can give a contribution. 

Many more CP violating mexhardsms and awxiated mod& have been proposed 

in the literature since these early attempts. Among them the most inter&in6 ona 

are the supersymmetric models]~ x”* ?“l. In these models, there is typically more 

than one mechanism of CP violation. Generically, the CP violating sourcea are corn- 

binations of squawk mixings and majorana muses of neutralinos. We shall illustrate 

-me of thme mechanisms in detail later. 

Other interesting models include a host of superweak modek]~. They either 

contain L%+vor changing neutrd gauge boons, originating from some horizontal gauge 

symmetry. or Bavor cbmgiag neutral Higgs bosom. For the gauge boson cw, the 

intrinsic mechanism is not too different from the gauge boson mixing mechanism ia 

the left-right models. For the neutrd Higga case, the mechanism ia dso similar to the 

acdar-pseudoscdar mixing8 in the neutrd Higgs models of CP violation. 

There is another class of models with mirror fermiona or vectorid fermion pairslm]. 

The simplest example of the latter clus ia given in the nut aectioo. In many gmnd 

unified mod& mirror fermions are needed for anomdy cancellation. In & type grand 

unified models additiood vectorid quark and leptons are automatically included ia 

the 27 dimeruiond reprwentation. The mirror fermions give rise (0 right-handed 

interactions for the quarks and leptona and, aa a result, ita meclmnismof CP violation 

ia a lot like the left-right models. 
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There are also models with leptoquark scd8.r~ 139 which are similar to tbe charged 

H+ mixing mechanism with exotic Yukaws couplings. Still another interesting d-s 

are the models with the technic&r la’]. It is not easy to discuss such models because 

CP violation is closely tied with the flavor changing interaction which is the moat 

uncertain and model dependent sector of tecbnicolor models. For this re500 not 

much work has been done in this direction. In any c-e, the simpler models of such 

type seem to be facing serious experimeotd challenge at the momen@. 

I sbdl divide the content of this review into two parts. The first part reviews the 

generd concept of CP violation in gauge theory and many of the most popular gauge 

models of CP violation. More emphasis is put on the qualitative and conceptud 

aspecta of CP violating mechanisms. In part II, 1 will review the most recent devel- 

opments in CP violation. Due to spaze and time limitations, I shall confine myself 

to the subject of flavor neutral CP violation. Specificdly, I shall deal with quantities 

like the electric dipole moment(EDM) of the neutron, D., the EDM of quarka, D,, 

the chromoEDM of quarb. O;, the chrome-EDM of gluons, DE, the EDM of the 

electron, D., and the EDM of the W boson, Dw. 

Part I. Mechanisms of CP Violation in Gauge 

Theory 

A. Sources of CP violation in field theory 

The sources of CP violation in field theory cdin be classified into the following cate- 

g.XiCS: 

(I) Explicit breaking 

As a result of the CPT theorem in field theory, CP violation necessarily implia T 

(time reversal) violation. Under the a&unitary transformation of time revmd, every 

field transforms into its complex conjugate, i.e. $ -a (a+)$ t where 6, is a phase factor 

to be determined by the Lagrangian. Therefore the oonhermitian operaton in the 

Lagrangian transform like 0 -+ (phose)Ot. Since the geoerd form of the Lyangian 
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c = ~(CicA + CyJ!), 
the T-, or CP.violation will be rel%xted in the complex coupling constants in the 

Lsvmgim. However not dl complex coupling constants translate into genuine CP 

violation. The subtlety liea in the phase freedoms, 6,. that tht theory has at its 

diapad. For a complex field, the free Lagraogian is invariant under the redefinition 

of ita complex phase. We are free to redefine its phase without changing its identity. 

Therefore m&ny of the complex coupling constanta can be easily absorbed into these 

&&nitiona. CP is broken only if one can not redefine the complex fields in the 

theory such that dl the C; are red. For a massless fermion, we have an even luger 

U(l)‘ x fJ(I)n third symmetry for this purpose. For light fermions it is often useful 

to treat the m-8 a~ a perturbation and treat it on the same footing with all the other 

coupling constants. In that sense, it is not very important to use the masl eigenatatea 

to do the analysis. One may M well use the basis in which the couplings are simplest 

to visudize. For the CP analysis, it can be useful even to do the me thing for heavy 

fermions just to make the quditativc properties mom transparent. 

Note that every redefinition one does a&& all the terms in the Lagrangian which 

involve the redefined fielda. The complexity of the couplinga can eaily be shifted 

from one term to another through these redefinitions. Therefore to make sure CP ia 

broken, oat hla to check the redily of many coupling constants (including mwus) 

in L simultaneously. Sometima this freedom to shift the phares can be wed to 

simplify the analysis of CP violating phenomenology by placing the complex phasea 

c.trategicdly. AI ao example, the aimplest CP Vidating toy Lagrangiiro one can write 

down involva a vectorid fermion, *L,+R, and a red scalar field 4. The relevant 

tcrmsinCae 

m&h + .&hd + h. c. (2) 
Such CP violation can be usily constructed for the extra down-type qua&a or lcptons 

in an &-type unification models or any model with mirror fermion& The two coupling 

constants, m and a, can not be made red simultaneously. Complexity can be sssigned 

to either a or m when andyzing the CP phenomenology. Usually it ia helpful to m&e 

the smaller parameter complex for obvious rea.son~ 
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One o.wdly classifies the explicit breaking of symmetry into hard sod soft breaking 

depending on whether the symmetry breaking terms are of dimension four or smaller. 

1” field theory, to have a coupling cnnstaot to absorb every divergence in the theory, 

one like to include all the possible interactions consisteot with the required symmetry 

up to a certain dimension d 5 4. The soft breaking ha, the advantage that there are 

less parameters in the theory and the induced dimension 4 breaking terms will be 

finite and calculable. For example, the simple Lagraogiao in Eqn.( 2) should be 

considered soft breaking because if one set the rnas term to zero then CP is a good 

symmetry. An example of the hard CP breaking is represented by the standard 

(Kobaymhi-Maskawe.) model of CP violation in which CP is broken explicitly in the 

dimension four Yukawa couplings already even before the gauge symmetry breaking. 

(II) Spontaneous breaking 

Even if the Lagraogian ooe starts out with is CP conserving, one can still break CP 

through spontaneous symmetry breaking. In a theory in which the vacuum expecta- 

tion vduea(VEV’s) arc complex either because the Higgs bosom involved we complex 

or the condensates are complex, it can be written ea (Hp) = vie*. Tbe complex phase 

is a aignd of CP violation. However for consistency ooe has to make sore that the 

ground state 01 the Higga potential, V(H;), allow nontrivial 6;. In addition, one has 

to check to see if the phav can not be rotated away by using the symmetry in the 

theory. For example, the single complex H&s doublet in the standard model can not 

be used to implement spontaneously CP violation because the phase can be rotated 

away by the global hypercharge symmetry. Another example ia the Weinberg model 

of CP violation with naturd flavor conservation that will be discussed in more detail 

later. In that model due to the discrete symmetry one imposed on the theory to 

eliminate the flavor chaoging neutrd currents, apootaosua CP violation can oat be 

implemented even with two Higga doublets. The symmetry allows only one nonher- 

mitisn term in the Higgs potentid. As result the ground state of the potentid does 

not allow nootrivid phcuea for VEV’s. 

All the symmetry breaking terma generated after the symmetry is broken will be 

proportiood to the VEV. Sinw the vacuum expectatioo vdue has the dimension of 

maw, the symmetry breaking can be considered to be of the soft breaking type, Io 

a spntsnwus breaking theory, ooe usually imposea CP symmetry on the starting 
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Lagrmgian. Aa a reault, it reduces the number of independent complex phara in the 

theory and thereby organizea the CP phenomeoology of the theory and increase ita 

predicting power. One should note that there is usudly more than one way to impose 

CP symmetry in the theory. The arbitrariness ia related to the phase redefinition 

freedom we mentioned before. The simplest way is to Ax a particular phase convention 

and then ~sume that all the coupling coostats in this basis are red. 

(III) Nonperturbative CP violation. 

As L result of the existence of the instanton solution, the gauge invariant BFrp; 

term has important physical effects even though it can be written M a totd derivative. 

It is a P- and T-violating interaction. The effect of this term will be covered in detail 

in K. Cboi’s tdk here. A very interesting aspect of it is that even though this term 

cd0 be written aa & totd derivative, it can be induced through the reoormdization 

6raup evolutionlq. I ahdl not el&arbte further on this term. 

B. Left-handed Current Mechanism 

In this model the CP violation can be placed in the left handed current interac- 

Lion. The simpleat of which is the three generational staodard model. The relevant 

interactions before symmetry breaking M 

-Cw = %&LD$‘! + A. c. 
45 

-LCV = h&Vi$ + f;j.jOio’,O + h. C. (3) 

where QL and 0 are quark and Higgs doublets, 

Q‘=(z) e=(F) 

and 0 = ir#. ,The complex Yukawa coupling, hij, li,, are the origin of CP violation. 

h and f am be the moat genera N by N complex matrices for the N generation model. 

H-r, not dl complex parameters in A and 1 correspond to physicd CP violation. 

We can we the large amount of freedom in the rede6nition of the pbrres of the 

complex fields U; and Di to absorb a lot of them. 
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Alter the symmetry breaking (4’) = 2, and the quark m.wa are (M.)ij = h;j$$ 

and (,&&.jij = fij-&. These maa matrices cau be diagoodized by the bi-unitary 

trmsformation.v (M.);~ = V;fDwV;, (MJ);~ = VztDdVi. The matrices V; and Vi 
drop out from the Lagrangian becawe there ia no right-handed current in the theory. 

Only one combination, I? = VTVj’, remains in the Lagrangisa. Therefore, in the 

end, beaide the ma.w terms we have only the left-handed charged current interactions 

(6) 

where ui sod d are mas eigeostates of quarks. The unitary matrix I? in general has 
m 

2 agu1.s~ parameters and v phase parameters. However besides the term 

io Lw, the Lagrang& is still invariant under the redefinition of the phases of u; 

ad 8,. We cm use the quark phara to remove 2N - 1 phases from fi( -1 because 

amoog the 2N mdefinitioos one of them does not affect .Cw at all). Therefore in au 

N geoeratiou model, there are IN-‘:(N-‘I CP violating phases. For three generations, 

there ia exactly one phare. From now on we ahdl restrict oumlves to this case. The 

resulting matrix with one complex phase is called CKM matrix, A’. 

Without CP violation, the generd form of K can be written aa a product of three 

two dimensiond rotations. Cdl R(0;) the rotation ia j - L plane where (ijk) are some 

cyclic permutatioos of (123). The generd CP conserving (orthogood) K matrix cao 

be written aa K = R(O;)R(Oj)R(O,) where i,j,k E {1,2,3) with i # j and j # k. 
All the known puametriratioos of the CKM matrix cao be written io this form with 

proper diagond unitary matrices sandwiched between different R’s, For example the 

original parametrization by Kobayashi and Maskavd’l CM be writteo aa 

I R,.R,.P.w.& 

where c. = ur4,si = sinei and S,, is the CP-violatiog phase. 
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(7) 

From this puametrizatioa, one can show that CP violation disappeara if my of 

the q or s; = 0. For s, or a3 = 0, the diagonal phase matrix, PKM can be moved to 

the rightmost or the leftmoat position. The CP violating phase can then be absorbed 

into the redefinition of the phrrea of the quarks. For h or Q = 0, the relrtioo 

(; ; mekK.)(; ;l ;)=(; !l ;)(; -+ H) (8) 

implies again that tbe phwe matrix can be removed. For 11 = 0 dl three R matricn 

reduce to 2 by 2 matrica, which we know haa no genuine CP violation phase. IO fact 

the most generd 2 by 2 unitary matrix can be written M 

(: Ja) (Ti,g 2:)(‘7 JL) 

Clearly the phasea 6; are not physical. For c, = 0, 

R,~RI.PKH.R~ 

=R,(3, ; a,(; -e-> B)&(; -e+ >;#. 

(9) 

(10) =(-‘F % ;]R,(:, % +(; -“NM me!.. 

Therefore we expect the the CP violating effect to be proportiond to cIcac,~,alsa 

436x". 

The same ugument can be easily applied to any other parametrization of CKM 

matrix because they are dl of the form of R(i)R(j)R(k) with a phwe matrix Mnd- 

wiched between the R’s. For example, the parametrization used in the recent particle 

data booka can be written a~ 
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= 
=,,cn SIra 3,/ 

--J,>cn - C,lSIJWi‘ C,lCzl - w23sIJ~is snc13 = (11) 

5,151, - cI1cmd~ -c,,s,,- ~,lC2Jd6 ClJClJ 1 

(12) 

(i L3 i) (i ; iJ (I ; z)(+ 1; !) (i ; .!;j 
(13) 

where Sn = sin@,,, etc. One can also adopt the convention where all three mixing 

angla lie in the first quadrant and the phax is ratricted to the interval 0 < 6 < X. 

This parametrization wra first pmpaed by Chau and KeungfYl. It has the advaotage 

that the CP violating phase is automatically multiplied by the smaller mixing angle. 

Experimentally, aI3 was found to be very small. In addition, the upper triangle of 

the CKM matrix is better measured experimentally. In this parametrization, these 

mea,wrementr can he translated into limitson angle more directly. For example. the 

experimeotal limit on V& implies cl3 = 1 + O(lO-‘). This in turn implies that the 

well meawred Vu, and Vd determine the angles sn and sm directly. Since all the s;j’s 

are small, the CKM matrix CM be approximated by 

VCXM% (-.i; ; Yrr’) 

( 

1-g A AA’(p - iq) 
2 -A 1-s A!? 

AX3(1 - p - ir)) -AX’ I i 
(14) 

This simplified (Wolfeenrtein) parametrization [a is extremely useful for doing phc 

nomeoolagicd andyais even though it violates unitarity slightly. 

If any of the two up-type quarka have the same mass then one of the R(B) matrica 

can be reduced to one of the trivial forms corresponding to c = 0 or s = 0, and 

CP violation disappears. The same thing da0 happena when any two of the down- 

type quarks have the same mans. As a result we also expect CP violation to be 

proportional to [I E (m: - m:)(m: - m:)(m: - mi) z m:m: vd D I (m: - 

mf)(m: - m:)(m: - m:) 1: m:m:. Therefore my CP violating amplitude has to be 
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Figure I: A typical (s)two Imp or (b) three loop contribution to the electric dipole 

moment of the W in the K-M model. 

proportional lJ.D.J where J ia either clczc3s:rrsssin6Kw in the K-M parametrization, 

or c,,c,&s12sr,s21sin6 for the parametriralion in Eqn( 41). The square on s, or c,, 

is included aucb that J can be written in the PsrMletriz~tion-inde~“d=“t form at 

(up to a nigo) 

J = *Im(vi,l&V;&;) w 

Absolute value of J io 5 IO-‘sin& Together with U and D, they can be written in a 

compact form M 

I UDJ I = I Im(det[M,Mj, AM!]) [ 06) 

This andysis can be very useful in making pheoomenologicd andysia. For ex- 

ample, one can use it to estimate the mynitude of electric dipole moment(EDM), 

Dw, of the W gauge bason in the K-M modell”l. This operator will be diwusred in 

more detail in Part II whea we talk about nxenl developments. It ia easy to convince 

oneself that there ia no contribution at the one loop level. To get CP violation in thil 

model, one bar to get dl three generation8 of fermions involved in the p-. Since 

there are no fermions in the exkrnd line, the fermiona can get involved only in the 

loop. At one loop level, there are dearly not enough fermion lines to do that. It will 

take at least a two loop p- to contribuk to Dw. A typicd two loop diagram 

is given in Fig. l(a). Assuming that the two loop contribution is nonzero, one can 
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estimate Dw to be 

1 Do 15 ($)‘(&-) 1 J I m’m$2’m’ 5 IO-“c - m, 07) 

for 7% - Mw. Experimeotally, IJJ < lo-‘. In fact it is completely possible that the 
. 

two loop diagrams may sum up to zero. (One 1s remmdcd that Shabdm @‘I proved 

that the EDM of quarks in the K-M model is zero at the 2 loop level after many 

others had made nonzero estimata). In thst cm one will have to go to the three 

loop level (u in Pig. l(b). We shdl not bother to invcatigate that because at the two 

loop level the numericd prediction of Dw is already smaller than many other models 

of CP violation by at leeat 16 orders of magnitude. 

Another example cm be found in * recent calculation by IIoogeveer@ of the 

EDM of the electron in the K-M model. He claimed to obtain * nom.ero result dter * 

tedious three loop calculation. It is not surprising that it t*kn at least three loops to 

get *nonzero result since the contribution is induced through an effective vertex which 

represents the dectric dipole moment of the W. The numericd result ia summarized 

D. = -1.7 x IO-“(&&&)e - cm. 

which is indeed very small M expected. 

The pheoomenology of this ‘standard” model of CP violation is reviewed in detail 

in C.S. Kim’s talks in this Symposium. I shall not repeat them here. Let meemphasize 

the lesson one should learn from the above analysis. The K-M model is * milliweak 

type model of CP violation. However it behavea like * superweak model because of 

the UDJ fxton discuued earlier combined with the suppression factor due to the 

unitarity constraint of the quark mixing matrix. This is the magic of the K-M model. 

00 the other hand, one cao dao argue that since dl the experimentd data indicate 

that the origin of the CP violation ia likely to be of the auperweak type, one would 

like to have * model of CP violation which in ‘naturally” supcrwe&. The fut that 

superwe& predictions in K-M model are thieved only becrux the above ‘factor*” 

are accidentally amdl may be considered M an unsatisfactory feeature. 

C. Higgs Exchange Mechanism 

Here we shall use the Weinberg-Brancd*. ‘4 model of spontaneous CP violation aa 

the examplefor illustration. This model contdoa both the neutral and charged Higga 

exchange mechanisms and ia constrained mmt severely by the experiments. The 

model MsumeS that there is no tree level Eavor changing neutral current and CP is 

broken only spontaneoudy. To have spontaneous CP violation, at least two Higga 

doublets. Oi, are needed with 

To eliminate the flavor chaoging couplings of neutral Higgs bosom, one impmes * 

discrete symmetry D 

D: 
i 

4, -4 -4, 

fJ* + -fJJ3 

M thst aa couples only to UR while 4, couplea only to DR. 

- tu = hij@$l;& + hi&L&O + h. c. (21) 

Note that * auf&ient &mdition for elimination of Bavor chmging neutral current* is 

that each flavor of fermions obtdna its mau from only one source or from the VEV 

of only one Higgs fieldf’l. With this discrete symmetry, the Higga potentid hu only 

one nonhamitian term, c(4f4,)‘. The VEV’s of the @i’s, (4:). E Xi z u;eh, are 

in general complex. One can use the U(l)y symmetry to redefine one of the 0, s*y 

8,, to be zero. The coupling c can be made red by redefining 6’1 and DR. Therefore 

the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs potentid becomes A + cBco*@~ where A, 
E are functions of v;. Clearly the ground at*le corresponds to B = n* which are CP 

invariant ncu*. Aa * result, when the Higga pokntid is minimized the ground *t*te 

ie automatically CP invariant. (Note that this is true of any Higgs pokntid with 

only one oonhermitian term). Thin implica re need *t least three doublets to get 

spontaneous CP violation. 

Another consequence of imposing CP *ymmetry before 6*uge symmetry breaking 

is that the Yukaw*coupling8 will become 1.4 and the left-handed current will cc&d* 
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“,, CP violation at the tree level no matter how many generations offermions we have. 

TJ,~~ ia, there ;s n.g K-M me&anism in the model. As a result one ha, to explain the 

CP violation in kz,on decay solely by the Higgs exchange mechanism. This ~IOWS il 

&aner test Of the theory and can be considered a nice feature of the spontaneous CP 

breaking model. 

For the minimal case of using three doublets, one haa two physical charged Higgs 

and 5 physical neutral (real) H&s. Because of the disappearance of the Ravor chang- 

ing neutral current, the neutral Higgs sector can contribute to the CP violating c only 

at the two loop level. Therefore, charged Higgs sector will be solely responsible for 

explaining L. As a result the charged Higgs can not be too heavy. For this reawn we 

shall discuss the charged Higga sector first. After diagoodizing the rnaa~ matrices. 

the Yukawa interactiona of the charged Higgs become 

- Cy = -$L?~[CN&&$ + $s~[OeD,~ij&;’ + h. c. (22) 

where dir 5 +,eWi’a, and V ia the usual CKM matrix with the KM phase 6 = 0. 

D., Dd are diagonal quark mass matrices. The Higgs self interactions give rise to a 

very complicated mass matrix for charged Hig@ bisons. However it CM be shown 

that the unitary matrix, UJJ,, that relates weak eigenstaks #s to mass eigenstatea 

K’s 

(H:,H:,fN = uhd;.d:,6;)T (23) 

can be written in the same expression aa the CKM matrix in F.qn.( 22). This is 

because the content of the Goldatone boaon C+ e H: is determined by symmetry 

breaking completely u 

G+ = &q 4: + (4) 4: + (0:) 4:) 

= $(“,o:‘+ “&f + 4:‘) 

= w,4; + d,JJ& + Cl& (24) 

whew 5” = II: + u: + vi = (2fiG$’ and $8, q’s are sina and cosioa of the 

appmpriak Higgs mixing angles. This equation alao defines s, and s, through cI = 5 

and TV = 2. Therefore in the charged Higga neck-r there is only one CP violating 

phase. 
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Figure 2: Diagrams representing neutrd or charged Higga exchange with CP violating 

mixing. 

The CP violating effects are contained in the Higga boron exchange inkcractions. 

The quark coupling (and the probably Iepton coupling too) to the Higgs is most 

simply expressed in the weak eigendata di aa in Eqn( 21). Therefore the effect of 

the charged H&s exchange can be expressed in terms of the imaginary part of 

A ,) z &.g=yv”-u: 1 
Vlvl 

~ -c\Fi”,“: 
WY q* - Mi* 

l q’ - M& = 2fiG z$ q’ $. . 

For neutral Higgs models, They can be parametrized au 

Ai = ;(&+A’$~$, 

Aij = -&(#+y) = -T:f$, 
w 

. 

Egn( 25, 27) can he repreaeakd by the diagrams in Fig. 2. The sums above do not 
include the contributiona from the neutral Goldatone boson M it will not participak 

in the CP violating amplitudes. Such exemption make these definitions independent 

of the gauge puamekr { in the R( gauge. Meat of the time in this article, it is 
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,,.,sum& that the effect of the lightest Higgs dominates the sum and therefore we 

ignore the index n of the 2. By definition, Aii is hermitian and A;j is symmetric. 

&te that the w.me formula can be used for an arbitrary number of Higgs baons. 

For the two doublet case there an 4 CP violating parameter3 in Eqn( 27). How- 

ever, not all of them are independent. In the unitary gauge. 

Im(C (S”)’ 4.) = 0. 
” 

By requiring 

I* [(F (+i)‘h)((h) A + (6) c)] = 0 

for each j, one is lead to the unitarity gauge condition 

(27) 

(26) 

lrn A; = $, ,$I’ (I* As - I* ;li*) 

This equation is gauge independent. In particular, for N Higgs bown doublets we 

have Im A, = -IhI-‘& IXrl’(Im AM + Im &I). 

For N = 2, it implia that there are only two independent CP violating parameten 

for this case. In F&f.[12] Weinberg used this equation to derive an upper bound on the 

CP violating parameter Im &. For multi-Higgs doublets modela. there are more than 

two CP violating mixing% For the charged Higga sector, the CP violating parametera 

are an which satisfy the unitarity constraint C. an = 0. 

Before we get into the thick of phenomenological analysis, I like to r+emphasize 

b basic feature of the Higgs models of CP violation. In order to get CP violation 

from the exchange of a Higggs boson, it is necessary for the fcrmions that couple to 

the Hinge boson in the diagram to be massive. For tbe neutral Higgs cam, it can 

be wen in the aimple Lagrangian in Eqn. 2. There, if the fermion is masalas, the 

CP violation disappears. This is because of the enhanced chid symmetries of the 

free Lsgrangian when the fermion is massleas. These symmetry can be used to find 

a CP symmetry for the interaction when wan not possible if there is an extra maas 

term. The phenomenological consequence of this is that the diagrams that induce 

CP violsting quantities, like the cbromo-electric dipole moment of gluon that n will 

discuss in Part II, will have to have fermion mass insertion in the diagram in order to 

become CP violating. For small fermion mass, we can conclude without calculation 

that the result will be proportional to at least one power of efrmion maas. This rule 

has to be u~J carefully though. For example, ifone is calculating the induced electric 

dip& moment of a fermion f, one does not neceuarily expect ta have rnf for the 

m-n that we will dircusved in detail in &ample I in Section I.E. For the charged 

Higgs case, one can see this in the Lyangian 

m&h f rn&~~~ + a&h++ + &+m++ + 6. c. (36) 

where & and tir differ in their charges by one unit. Three out of the four parameters 

in the Lagrangiln CM be made red by proper redefinition of phases. That mean if 

any of the parameters is zero, there will be no CP violation. 

From now on we shall concentrate on the charged Higgs sector in this section. 

This is the sector that ha, been developed more extensively. We will get back to the 

neutral Higgs sector when we review recent developments. 

The phenomenology of the model ws.a recently reviewed by Chengl’l. We shill 

simply summarize the result pedagogically here. The main constraint on the model 

coma of course from the only CP violation we have observed in nature, the L param- 

eter. The CP violation in kaon decay to two pioos can be parametrized with c and 

8. c can be d&cd M 

6 = &+ ~)o)P~~ 

ImM,, _ m’ 
p = m=zi;;; 

ImAc 
m== (31) 

where M;j is the neutral kson mass matrix in the basis of Ko - i?Q; & ia the i-pin. 

zero amplitude of K + 2~. This formula is true in the phw convention in which the 

isospin-two amplitude. A%. is real. This can always be done because we are fe b 

redefine the strange quark field by a phase. However, when one deals with a specific 

theory the convention may have already been specified by Lagrang& Themfore one 

should bc manful to make III= ~rae USES a consistent basis. It is possible to write c in 

L basis independentl’q fl form but we shall not get into that here. 

In this model ImMn may have both short and long distance cantributiona. The 

short distance contributions are due to the box diagrams with one or two &argd 
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Figure 3: Box diagrams with one or mare charged Higgs bosoos exchanged. 
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Figure 4: long distance diaper&e contribution to K - f? mixing. 

Higga exchanged m shown in Fig. 3. Tbe long distance dispersive contribution can 

arise from the r,r) and 7’ poles between kaon and r aa shown in Fig. 4. It wad 

srguedlel that for this model to be viable, the long distance contribution ahould 

be larger than the short diatance contribution. Thin is indeed confirmed by many 

atimstal’~“4. To calculate the dispersive contributions one needs the operator for 

the As = 1 CP violating traoaition. This is done by cdculating the ncallcd Higga 

Penguin diagram in Fig. 5.l”*“l The internal loop is dominated by the chum quark 

contribution. The remaining m&ix elements are calculated by chiral perturbation 

theory. One nota that 9.q’ provide contributions as important M x. The result can 
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Figure 5: Higgs penguin diagram contributing to the As = 1 proceu in the charged 

Higgs models. 

be translated into the conrtrtiot 

~(In~-~)=(.024~.927)Gr”-~ (32) 

where (11 is defined in Egn( 25) and MM ia the mass of the lightest Higgs, HI. We 

have allo used the experimental v&e for Iel = 2.27 x IO-’ and the fact that w hu 

to be much smaller than p 10 that 8 ia no1 too large. With the CERN collider LEP . 

data pushing the mua of the charged Higga b be 2 45CeV, Im(a,) har to be luger 

than 9.2 which ia not very natural for a quantity which normally expected to be of 

order one. From Eqo( U), aI = U~U$(V’/QU). 

The model doa tend to give I large value for e’ which ia defined to be 

r’ 1 m -=-- 
L nzii ( > 

(33) 

To derive the consequence of the experimental upper bound, one needa to calculate m. 

The main contribution alno arises from the Him penguin diyamsl”~“l. However 

in this case we need the matrix element between fl and 2r. The fint atimat&l 

of thir ratio gave I/22, and m a mult the model wu considered ruled out for . 

while. Later it was pointed outI’* that the v&e for this matrix element ie vey 

uncertain because in the chiral perturbation theory the leading contributions ~0 tbi. 

matrix element cawelled. Therefore it is difficult to evaluate the matrix l lrment 
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Fig=,= 6: One loop Feynman diagrama contributing to the electric dipole mom=nt of Figure 7: Feynman diagrams contributing lo the electric dipole moment of the quark 

tbe quark in the charged Higgs models. in the neutral Higgs models. 

with good confidence in third perturbation theory. The most recent estimate”‘] where K,,, is the CKM quark mixing matrix; j(z) is of order one if m,, ia of order &f,, 

g;va f r -0.007 which may be still too large if the limit by the E731 experimenter and f(z) zz c.zlnt if z is very small. Tbia is because after the required ioterod mu, 

bolda “p. Given the uncertainty in this cdcul=tioo. one should still invedtigate other insertion the loop integration has logarithmic divergence when the intern4 quuk 

type of pbenomenology in this model. maas ia very smdl. The constant c is evaluated in the explicit Imp calculation to b= 

Many mechanisma for the neutron electric dipole moment, DN, in this model 

were considered in the literature. Tbe simplat one is due to the electric dipole 

moment of quarks, 0,. The nonrrlativistic quark model giver the relation D,v = 

(4/3)& - (1/3)D.. In the one loop contribution in Fig. 6 CP violation rrquirw 

the two Yukawa vertices to be correlated in such a way that at le& one YuLawa 

coupling will be proportiond to the externd m-8. This is because the two quarks 

at the Yukaws vertex, Eqn( 22), have to have diRmnt belicity and tbe coupling is 

proportional to the mass of the quark with right-banded helicity. To g=t CP violation, 

an= needs to %ip helicity one morr time in the intcrnd line so that the product of 

the couplings will be complex. This implies that only the mass part of the numerator 

of the intarnd propagator contributes. This ia typically cdled = ‘rn=ad( insertion’ in 

the litaature. For interod quarks lighter than the Hiw, one cm esJily atimate the 

diagram to be 

D, = Q,(2~GFlm.,)(4*)-‘m., C J$ft$) 
.’ 

(34) 

-l/2. Thenfore, DN z (l/3)& = -9 x IO-“= -cm wbicb is on the v=rg= of being 

ruled out by tbe experimenta. 

One may wonder why there is no external quark maas dependcncc in this formula, 

since, u m just learned, there should be no CP violation in the diagram if the quark 

nmsa is zero. The answer is that for masdlesa quuk, the electric dipole moment in 

fact is not L CP violating quantity. This will be uplained in more detail in fiample 

1 of &lion I.E. 

The neutrd Higga eector can dro give rise to large 1)~. IO this cue we can 

not make ddinite prediction lxcaux the wctor is not constrained by the observed 

CP violation: c. One can always make MHI larger to supprea its effect. This is 

because typically it takes at I=& a two Imp p-a for the neutrd Higga to change 

strangeness by two units. Its contribution to c’is negligible. Tbeone loop contribution 

to 0, is given in Fig. 7. Sine= tbe ligbt neutral Hi= bar to be %avor conwving, 

the diagram automatically rquirr, three powen of light quark m-. Tb=relar= it 

is v=ry mndl. Howevu, Anselm et.dI’Q have pointed out another way the neutrd 
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i{iggs can contribute. At one 100~ ICVCI, the Hisa can couple to glUOO through the 

heavy quark loop. The coupling can be either scalar or pseudoscalar. Thae one 

100~ vertices combine with CP violating neutral Higgs exchange give rise to new 

contributions to DN. Weioberglq pointed out that this mechanism can be interpreted 

M the result of an induced dimension 8 purely gluonic operator at the two 100~ level 

wbicb can be represented by Fig. 21(a). A recent utimatel’q of this elTect gives 

DN z 2 x 10-le. (lOOGcV/MH)‘. This can be quite close to the experimental limit if 

the neutral Higgs is 100&V or lighter. We will have more to say about this dimension 

8 operator in Part II. 

D. Right-Handed Current Mechanism 

The simplest gauge group for this c-e is the C(LR) f N(2)‘ x SU(2)n x SU(3)c x 

U(l)e-‘. The standard Higgs multiplet used to break symmetry includes 

* = 4 4: 
( ) 4; 4-i :(2,2,1.;% 

AL :(3,1,1.;2) 

An : (L3.1~2) (35) 

where the numbers in the bracket indicate the representation of the multiplct under 

tbe group G(LR). A’s M needed because @ done cao break G(LR) only down to 
U(l),,+n x U(l)*-‘. In the literature, mmetima multiplets: 

XL :(2,1,1,;1) 

XR : (L2,L; 1) (36) 

were wed instead of A’a. The advantage of using A’s is that their couplings to the 

neutrinos are such that, when tbey develop nonzem V.E.V.‘s, (A‘,(n)) gives rise to 

majorana mass for v‘(R). Since (An) breaks sum x U(~)B-L symmetry down to 

U(I), it is usually assumed to be much larger than (6). Therefore one is naturally 

lead to large majorana mass for the right-handed neutrinos. Tbis together with the 

Dirac maas- of the order of the charged lepton marsea leads to one very light neutrino 

<(P>=(.% $“). 
This VEV bredu SU(2)r. and giva maan kx IV‘. One can use tbe global U(l)‘-,q 

symmetry to rotate one of tbe phasa to zero. We aball pick the phase q’ to be zero. 

WR gets a much larger mass from (An) = V.. The mars matrix of the gauge bmona 

can be written M 
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mass eigenatste per generation through the oo called See-Saw mechanismI”q. We ahdl 

not get into more details in that direction. However we are going to use A’s in our 

nubsequent discuarion even though in most case it is not important for our purpaea. 

The fermions in the theory are in the representations 

QL : (%1,1,;1) 

*Fd : (1,2,1.;1) 

for leptons and 

QL : (2,1,3.;1) 

ch : (1,2,3.; I) 

for quarks. 

The charged current (gauge) interaction can be written aa 

.& = $+8~WL”+ + +,#‘,WR’+ + h. c. (39) 

(37) 

(38) 

and the Yukawa coupling interaction aa 

LV = f;jGiL@QjR + hijGil&QjR + h. C. (40) 

where 6 is defined to be 

~=~2*-~,=( Tii -$) :(2,2,1.;0). 

The neutrd companents in 0 are arranged such that symmetry is broken down 

to U(I)em with charged Q defined by Q = TX + Tan + (B - L)/2 where T,L(R) ia the 

tbird component of XI(~)‘(R). Tbe moat generd vacuum expectation vdua for 0 is 

(43) 



where we have ~stmxd that (A,) = V, in negligibly small. We shall refer the reader 

to the literature regarding the subtle point of bow to do this naturallyl’~. It will not 

be important for our purposea. 

The ma.s eigenstates of the gauge bosom can be defined m 

W: = cos<WL+ +e-‘“sinCWR+ 

Wz+ = -e+‘“sintWL+ +costW$ (44) 

where tanx = 2gux’/g~V~ for Vn > (L, IL’. Note that the phaK 7 in the left- 

right mixing ia a genuine CP violating parameter. If ooe tries to absorb it into the 

redefinitioo of complex WL field, one finds tbat the pbasc will appear in front of 

the gn in the charged current interaction. Therefore this is a genuine relative phste 

between the left-handed and the right-handed currents. 

For the N generation case, the charged currents cao he written a 

cc = %Li7,,(ri;),dwW;+ + =e,&&d,W;+ + h. c. 
J;i fi 

(45) 

where tiL(n) = V&,,,(V&,)f with V&, V&q, defined in 5ection I.B. One can now do 

similar redefinitions in Section I.B. to removephsxs from J?‘. However once dl the. 

phase freedoms are used up in removing phaKs from I;;, l?~ will remain the most 

geoerd U(N) matrix. The U(1) piece of the U(N) cao be identified M the phase of 

the left-right mixing {, Therefore the number of CP violating phasea in the theory ia 

(N - l)(N - 2)/2 + N(N + I)/2 = fl- N + 1. For N = 1 we have exactly one CP 

violating phase which is the phase of left-right mixing. 

One can try to eliminate some of these independent complex phases by impcm- 

ing more symmetry on the Lagrangiao. There are two popular symmetries in the 

literature for this purpose, one of them ia the parity, conventionally defined m 

LR: W‘ 4-4 w,; Sk‘ ++ h; 

AL -AIS; * ue; t 

and the other one is the CP symmetry. If one imposes LR symmetry, the coupling 

matrices fdi.h;j in Eqn( 40) will become hermitian. However that does not mean 

that the matrices will be hermitian because the VEV’s are complex. CP symmetry 
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will imply that tbw matrices M real. A very interesting scenario is tbat when 

both LR and CP are imposed, the only origin of CP violation is in the VEV’#. If 

one uses only one doublet this phare has to be the relative phase in Eqo( 42). In 

that care alI the CP violating phases in A’,QQ should be calculable in terms of quark 

masses, mixing angle and the vacuum phue q. In fact in such models, the left-right 

mixing phsae is the only phase in Ky~j that is not suppressed by additional mua 

ratios 1n fact, it is surprising that one naturdly obtaina small e’/e under such very 

simple assumptiona. This approach wan started in ReC.[lS] and ww extended in many 

later worksl’“*“*“l. IO this type of model and any other mod& in which the left- 

right mixing is nonzero, the CP violating phase in the left-right mixing plays a very 

important role. Even though experimentally tbia mixing is constrained to be quite 

smdl (5 0.0055) dready.[‘q Note the the left-right mixing is automatically amdl 

in the model because it is supprased by tbe right-haaded sule aa un be seen in 

Eg”( 44). 

There are of course other models which simpIy arune that left-right mixing is 

negligible. Due to limitations in space and time we shall not go into them further. 

Instead, wesbdl concentrakon tbeeffect of CP violation due to left- right mixing. In 

that caw, to simplify the discussion, one can assume that the quark mixing urgla are 

negligible because they are not relevant to obtaining CP violation. Therefore we ~0 

even discuss one generation at a time. Before we get into the mear of it, l&a first m&c 

sun that we understand oar source of CP violation agsin. It is a good cxmciv to 

check that among the complex couplings: g&,7,,dLW[‘, gRtiR*lrdRWg+, (W&W;-’ 

md m-w m&on, m&d, there is only one complex phase one can not remove 

by redefinition. Therefore, if any one of them ia zero, the CP violation will diappear 

to this approximation. That means all the CP violating quantities originating from 

thia mechanism have to be proportional to gLg&n.m,. (This argument bar to be 

modified in some cases aa typified by Example 1 to he diacumed in the Section E.) 

Unfortunately, we CM not redly set dl the other CP violating phara to mm. This 

ia because tbe M-right mixing phase done can not explain the L parameter of bn 

#yak*. This is the consequence of a pecuPar fact. According to E+( 31), in order 

to calculate L we have to calculak the real and im+lry parts of A.s = 2 k.oo mu, 

matrix element, Ml,. Both are due to the soxdled left-right box diMruns in Fig. 8. 
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Figure 8: Feynman diagrams contributing to AmK and c, the left-right box diagrams. 

B&I, Bander aad SoniI’~ discovered that, beaides being suppressed by the right- 

banded scale, the contributions of these diagrams have r. factor of 430 enhancement 

compared to the usual left-left box diagram. This ia enhancement is a result of an 

extra combinatorial factor (of 2). a large 7 matrix algebra factor (of I), a reduced 

CIM cancellation elTect(from power to logarithmic suppresion), and an enhanced 

hadronic matrix element. Since the left-left box in well kown to have given roughly 

tbe right value for the observed Arn~, their cdculation implia 43O(Mw,/Mw.)’ < 1. 

Tbis ia the main remon that the lower bound on the mars of the right-handed gauge 

boson is usually taken to be 1.6TcV. 

If the left-right b-x diagrams contribute to both the real and the CP violating 

imaginary part then these large enhancement factors are cancelled. One can of course 

include the effect of left-right mixing in the Wn propagator in the diagram. However 

in tbst case not only do the enhancement facto” disappear, but the b&city of the 

operator requirea externd(ligbt qu.rk) mua insertions, or an additional left-right 

mixing insertion. In both ch(a the contribution is too amdl to explain the observed 

c. Note however that in those modela in which the CP is spontaneously broken, even 

though the left-right mixing pbare ia the only phase not aupprased by fermion mhu 

ratios, the induced phasca in the right-banded currents is naturally smdl enough to 

explain cl’*. 

The main source of contribution to ti however can be due to the left-right mixing 
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Figure 9: Feynman diagrams contributing ti. 

aa in Fig. 9 

A recent calculatio&* giva 

(47) 

The recent experimental results imply cq 5 3.6 x IO-‘. Therefore it is possible that 

both t and 7 are dmut IO-‘. 

The neutron electric dipole moment CM arise from the left-right mixing phase 

done. The relevant diagram is given in Fig. 10. It wu first calculated by Bed1 
and Soni and followed by many groups [“I. To atimak the diagram, one nota that 
left-right mixing in the gauge bono0 propagator implia that one bu to make a mlu 

insertion in the inkmd fermion line. This argument co&ma the necessity of the 

combination gLg&n.mr for CP violation mentioned before. One may wonder why 

we do not get an exkmd mass insertion factor u expected. In fact that CM be 

understood very simply by following the wsme argument in Example 1 of Se&m E. 

For light intend fem+na. the diagnmt with photon rttacbed to the fermion line 

will get an logarithmic infrared divergence aa a result of the internal rn~u insertion. 

Therefore these diagrama will dominate over the others. One can get the atimak 

$0 +$$ Y rc$, (46) 

where f(z) is a function of order one if t - 1; for and1 t. /(z) ia expected to 
be = constant x 1x1~ aa a result of the infrared property. Explicit loop calculations 
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Figure IO: Feynman diagrams contributing to theelectric dipole moment ofthe quarks 

in the left-right models. 

coofirm this expectationl”1. A recent cdculation gives the numerical result DN = 

1.8 x 10-‘8[t)e -cm which relates to 

1 D” I= 3.6 x 10-Y’ 1 f 1 (49) 

This giva rise to DN close to the recent experimentd bound if the value of f ia u 

large the experimental limit. 

For the one generation case, one can UM a pbav definition such that the Yukawa 

couplinga are made red. Then the charged current interaction can be writkn ea 

(taking the third generation for example) 

Lee = G&; + b;y,)bW:+ + i(4. + dr&%f + A. c. (50) 

where 

01 =(g‘cosC+g~e’“sinl)/2~, bl =(-g‘~~01t+g~e’~sin()/2~, (51) 

a2 = (-gr,e-‘*hiC + gflrm()/Zfi, ba = (g‘e-*dn( + g.qcm()j245, (52) 

and ci = a;(m, - m,)/&,. d; = b;(m, + m,)/Mw,. These explicit formulae will be 

useful for calculations in Part II later. 
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E. Supersymmetric theories 

Supenymmetric models typically have many sourca of CP violation’~‘~“~“~~. The 

d&&led interplay between diflerent mecbaniams is very model dependent. A detailed 

&cuasion of my of the complicated models won’t be Very fruitful or CW” geenerd. 

we shall here simply settle for an illustration of many of the popular mechanisms 

that have been used in the literature. 

&vnple 1. CP violation in aupenymmetric QCD. 

The mechanism will contribute to the electric dipole moment(EDM) of the neutron, 

D., the EDM of quarks, &the cbromo-EDM of quarks. O;, and the c.hromoZDM 

of gluons, D& The Lagrangian can be written as 

-Lw = {9*(qLY”e, + kYX~nl9;) 

+ Ig:(~)1*iq%.G + We&) + h. c. 1 

+ {rn~~4~ + mip;lh + &&in + M&X + h. c. ) 

+ m,q,.qn + h. c. (53) 

where q md g; are quark and gluon fields. The fields with a tilde are the superpartnen 

of these fields. The krms in the two brackets are part of the supenymmelric QCD 

Lagrangian if g, = b,.’ Tbe terms in the second bracket are terms which break 

supersymmetry softly which is the standard way of implementing supersymmetry 

breaking. The last term ia of count the usual quark mas, krm. 

The complex parametera in thin theory are s’., rn~,, hfo and m,. They are the 

potentid sources of CP violation. Due to supersymmetry, g: is in general red and 

it is convenient to chom only pb= conventions such that this is the case. The 

phue of VW,R can be abmrbed into the redefinition of the phase of qn and 4~ without 

affecting the aupemymmetric terms. Tbe phase of MO can be absorbed into 3i.q~ 

and (ti)n without rffecting supersymmetric terms and rn~.~. If we pick the phase 

convention such that mr,.~ and MO are red then the quark mass m, is in generd 

complex and there is no redefinition one can do to remove the pbav without moving 

the phase to the other terms. One can also use the same argument to show that if 

my two of the three complex massive parametera are chosen to be real by proper 

definition of complex fielda then the remaining one will be complex and its phase 
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Figure 11: Feynman diagrams contributing to the electric dipole moment of the quark 

in the auperaymmetric QCD models. 

will be a genuine CP violating phase. Therefore we expect quite generally that the 

CP violating quantitia will be proportional to (g:)‘m&%m,. This is the power of 

recognizing where the CP violation resides. 

Note that if the soft breaking term is induced from some simple high energy 

supergravity theory there in general may be relations between these mft breaking 

paramekrsl’fi. For example, rnin in most of the casw is proportiond to myzm,. In 

some- the proportional constant may even be red. However that doe, not interfere 

with our CP argumeot M long bt they are both norn.ero and have iocomiatent phare 

with MO. 

As M application, one can use this theory to cdculate the electric dipole moment 

of the quark q, The diagram ia shown in Fig. 11. To contribute to D,, the incoming 

quark and outgoing quark have to have different hclicity. As a result dl the mara 

insertiona indicated by a EKM in the diagram are forced upon us. One can easily 

atimate the diagram to be proportiond to (two loop factor)~(~)‘m~&f~. Checking 

with our estimak, since the m, factor in not preaeot one may wonder whether we 

redly have the CP violating effect in the diagram or not. The answer is that in the 

limit that the quark mua il zero, we will rtill get the mme electric dipole moment 
Imm the diagram; however, in this cau the electric dipole moment is rmt a CP 

violating operator at dl. For a masaless quark, one baa cbird symmetry which can 
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k used to rotate an electric dipole moment into a magnetic dipole moment which 

is always CP conserving. In other mrds, due t-a the enluged (third) symmetry. 

one can defined CP symmetry for both electric and magnetic dipole momenta. Even 

tbougb the diagram doa induce a electric dipole moment operator without explicit 

m, dependence, we can not claim that the vault implia CP violation unless we know 

the associated quark mars is nonzero. Therefore, there is no incansiakeacy with our 

earlier requirement on CP violation. We have learned that when the induced CP 

violating operator iovlovea third quarks in the external line it may not be necessary 

to have m, factor in the diagram. However, the result can be interpreted aa CP 

violation only if the quark maas is nonzero. Tbis is L generd feature of CP violation 

which is by IW mean particular to this example. In fact we have dready encountered 

this situation before when we discussed the electric dipole moment of quarks in the 

left-right models. Oni has to keep this in mind when appying the generd argument 

about the existence of CP vicdting effect in a diagram. 

Ezamplc 2. CP violation in supenymmetric QED. 

The Lagrangian in this cave ia almost the name M in the previous case except that the 

color factors can be ignored, the quark and gluon fields can be replaced by electron 

and photon fields and similarly for their superpartnem. Again, for CP violation to 

be in a p-s, the result of the calculation has to be proportiond to (e’)‘m~&f,m. 

where e’ is the coupling constant for superpartner of the usud gauge interactions. 

As an example, one can cdculak the electric dipole moment of the electron in this 

model. The diagram is shown in Fig. 12. As in the previous example, one finds that 

the result is proportiond to (e’)‘m &W,. Again, the electron maan doea not have to 

be in the formula for the name reason that quark me.~ds did not have to be in Fig. 11. 

.&ample 3. CP violation in aupersymmetric SU(2)r. x U(l)y gauge theory. 

Starting with the usud sLr(2)~ x U(l)v gauge interaction one can supersymmetrize 

it and then add soft breaking krms as before. The result is the new inkractions 

-cw = C(lili)tyyL + +frD~)W: 

+ M.,ir,jt. + m,til(wE)‘+ h. c. w 

Therefore there are three Weyl fields in the theory, +~,tuE and wt. They are super- 

partners of the photon, W: and W; respectively. All three couplings can be complex 
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Figure 12: Feynman diagrams contributing to the electric dipole moment of the 

electron in the aupemymmetric QED modela. 

and potentially CP violatiog. However, two of them can be absorbed into redefinition 

of the ticlds. Therefore we expect my CP violating consequences to be proportional 

to e’hf.,m,. Aa an application, we can calculate the electric dipole moment of the 

W boson. A typical relevant diagram ia given in Fig. I3 where all the insertions 

are ahown with croe.sa which demonrtrate how these factors that we predicted are 

redizd 

Another application of this tbwry is to calculate the chrome electric dipole mo. 

ment of the gluon. We shdl discus3 this in Part II. 

Part II. Recent Developments 

A. The Electric Dipole Moment of the Neutron 

&cent excitement about neutron electric dipole moment, DN, and CP violation in 

general was fueled by a sequence of experimentd improvements on measurements of 

CP violating quantities. It started with the measurement of DN by the Leningrad 

GrouplbOl. They observed D,, = (-14 f 6) x lo-= e-cm. Followed by two im- 

proved mearurementa of o/r by the NA31 experimcntl’l at CERN and the E73! 
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Figure 13: Feynman diagrams contributing to the electric dipole moment of the W 

boson in the supersymmetric Sf/(2)~ x U(l)v modela. 

experimentI’* at Fermilab. Their measurement can be summarized a: 

e”c = 1 

(33 f 11) x lo-’ (NA31) 

(-4 f 15) x lo-’ (E731) (55) 

Then the measurement of D,v ww improved by the Grenoble Groupl’* with DN = 

(-3 f 5) x IO-% e-cm. These experiment8 showed inconsistencies at a certain conI% 

dence level md all of them are improving their results by further measurement& On 

another front. 8 recent atomic pbysia mearurementlq cd the electric dipole moment 

of the electron gave (-1.5f5.5fl.S) x IO-“. Most recently, a new measurementl’4 of 

electric dipole moment of electron using “‘% atom obtained D. = (-2.7f8.3) x IO-" 

baaed cm the atomic electric dipole moment of D. = (1.6f5.0) x lo-“. This amounts 

LO about one order of magnitude improvement over the previous rcault. For later 

comparison we shall conservatively summarize these experimmta u 10~1 < 8 x lo-" 

tcm; and an upper bound w 4 of &out lo-=. All these experimentd activities 

rekindled further theoretical investigations into these qurotitia. They UC complc 

mented by many inspiring ideu in the theoretical front which we shdl review here. 

Some review which contain older referencea can be found in Ref.(471. A shorter 

review of recent pmgrem can be found in Ref.[lS, 46,491. 

We shdl start with the discovery by WeinbergIq of another important mechanism 

for DN. He showed that there is u unique gauge invariant, P-odd, and T-odd 
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operator of dimension 6, O,, involving solely the gluon field stren@h. It w be 

written M 

00(p) = -p%.,~“:.d+=c~~ , w 

where ewv = +rrrrrCD1’, P is the renormdizatian acale. and the convention i8 8”’ = 

+I. Another importaat operator that can mix with 0, is the calor.electric dipole 

momeot(CEDM) operator of quark q, 

O,(r) = q,:.i &“) T’p, (57) 

where F is the generator of color SU(3) in the fundamental representation and io” 

is the spin matrix for the Dirac spinor representation 01 the Lorentz group. One can 

identify the operator O. t.a the color-electric dipole moment operator of the gluon 

itself by exprnaing it as JLU analogous form: 

00(c) = -+,d,, wP+ m, c,,, w 

where (P)k = I/ he is the color matrix for the adjoiot representation and S”” ir the 

spin matrix for the antisymmetric tensor representation of the Lorentz group. Thir 

matrix can in fact be represented compactly using Dir&c dgebr.@l 

(W 
a+ _ - --$I (l~~.~l[~~,~“ll~‘,~~l) (59) 

This matrix does indeed satisfy the algebra of generatora of the Lore& group: 

[SP’,Sb] = i (grASUI + gP?.$“* _ g’PSU” _ g’AS”p) . w 

Then we have 6c,, = ~(S”“)o~.,w..G’7’. under an infiniteaimd L-xentz trarufor- 

m&ion. Thus the operator 00 can be identified w the color-electric dipole moment 

of the gluoo field strength. 

Alternatively one chn deduce the color-electric dipole moment of the gluon by 

starting with the color electric and magnetic fields. There exist only two P-odd, 

T-odd, dimeosion 6, gauge invariant operators involving color-electric and magnetic 

fielda: f’*(fi x fi’) t I? and /‘*(@ x I?‘) &. These operaton have rotational 

invariance but not Lorentz invariance. The Lore& boost will mix the color-electric 

and color-magnetic fields. Therefore. by imposing Lorente invariance, one can fix the 

relative coefficients of the two operators and deduce I”‘*q: 

00 = p+E x 2’) - (3 x f?)]. @. (61) 
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ft is oaturd to identify the combination in the bracket u the color electric dipole 

moment of the gluon. 

Knowing the existenceof 0~ leavw us with three teaks. The first one is to calculate 

its cwtficient, C, in a specific model of CP violation and determine the scale at which 

the operator is induced. The scale is deduced by analyzing the leading contributions 

in the integration over loop momenta. 

The second taJk is to evolve the operator at whatever scde it is induced to the 

tow energy scale where its physical effect is mearured. The leading evolutionary 

effect ia of course due to the QCD correction. Such .s correction can be evaluated 

using the renormalization group kchnique which is designed to sum over leading QCD 

logarithmic corrections to arbitrary loop level. 

The third tark is to evaluate its contribution to the DN by calculating the h&&c 

matrix element ( neutron + photon 10~1 neutron ). 

To m&e matters more interwting, dl three tasks are intricately coupled. To 

evaluate C in a specific model one should incorporate QCD renormalization group 

(R.G.) correction aa much u possible. This iavolvrs tint integrating out the heavy 

particle one by one in the model and investigating at which stage the operator 00 

ia induced w a local operator. In some casea. other operatora suck aa 0, are induced 

first and 0, is induced later only through the matching conditions at the threshold 

where another set of fields such m the quark q is integrated out. Then the operator 

ia evolved to the hadronic scale taking into account its poiuible mixing with dl the 

exirting operators at any particular scale using RG. technique. 

On the other hand. the result of the R.G. cdculation is very ensitive to the choice 

of the hadmnic scale. The proper hadmnic acde to choose ir presumably determined 

by the scale at which we think the hadronic matrix element can be w&at& with 

confidence. One may think tha: the neutron rnasa should be the natural Scae to use 

for the IOW energy end of the RG. evolution. However, unfortunately, one is limit4 

by our inability to evaluate the matrix element especidly for the operatom invo]viog 
only gluons. 

The simplat way to estimate the matrix element is to use ‘naive dimen. 

siond analysis”“?. Maobar and Gsorgi[“‘l designed a systematic theme for dw 
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ing the dimensional analysis. Every interaction g0 is assigned a reduced coupling 

(4r)‘-N,+fe-‘g where D = dim(O) and the operator 0 contains N fields. Mx is the 

third symmetry breaking scale = 2nF. = 1190 MeV. When one evaluates lhe corn- 

bined contribution of operatora involving quarks and gluons lo a hadronic process 

one simply identifies the reduced coupling of the corresponding hadronic operator 

with the product of the reduced couplings at the constituent level. For example, the 

interaction COO has the reduced coupling C(4r)-‘M:. The electromagneticcoupling 

has the reduced coupling e(4x)-‘. Together they can induce the neutron electric 

dipole moment at the hadronic level. Therefore the neutron electric dipole moment 

operstor, DNfio..ysNFu", has the reduced coupling 

MX C 
D~.i;i;j=~M;.;if;. (62) 

9 

D,., cm, be wriltco a.+-l 

DN - =MxCaco(r)(s~(P)/4~)-SC(g.(p)), (63) 

where p is a h&ironic scale, and {OCR is the QCD renormalization factor 

Manohar and Georgi argued that this dimensional etimate of matrix elements 

should be reliable only for the matrix elements which involve scalw near the confine 

ment scale ( w 259 MeV) which is below the third symmetry breaking scale. It is not 

clear how reliable it is for atimating the matrix element of a purely gluonic operator 

between neutrons. 

., 
Figure 14: Feynman diagram contributing lo the Weinberg operator 0, in the ncu. 

trd Higgs models. 

To get an ides of how uncertain the estimate of Eqn( 63) is, one can compare 

it with another recent estimate of thin matrix elementI@ which obtained a v&e 30 

timea smaller than Egn( 63). 

Mod& this uncertainty, the experimental resulta on DN may still give strong 

constraints on models that give rise to appreciable C. Weinberg 1’9 showed that C ia 

induced, for models with CP violating mixing of the physical neutral Him bisons, 

through the two-loop diagrama shown in Fig. 14. The leading contribution is coming 
from the t-quark in the loop. The diagram in Fig. 14(h) contribute. only to Ibe self 

energy correction of the t quark md therefore does not contribute to the operator 

Compounding the problem is the fact that near lhe confinement scale the QCD 

coupling is known to be strong and the perturbstive R.G. andyaia is invalid there. In 

fact below the cbird aymrnetry breaking phax transition, the QCO coupling constant 

is supposed to be corrected to give a smdler value aa compared to that predicted by 

the extrapolation of R.G. analysis. In the mme way one du, expects the anomalous 

dimensions of various operators, including 00, to be corrected due to the presence 

of the Coldstone modes. All of this qualitative argument is, however, difficult to 

quantify. For this re.won we ahdl take the third symmetry breaking scde M our low 

energy end of the R.G. evolution and consider the uncertainty in the choice of the 

hadronic scale part of the theoretical uncertainty. 

0.2. 

For a general neutrd Higg boron exchange interaction, it is e-y lo see that the 

CP violation requires the helicities of the two Yukawa couplings to be correlated. The 

generd Yukawa coupling for neutrd Higgs can be written aa 

fu = =hqR + 4wL. w 

For CP violation. one needs either a’ or (a’)’ from the two Yukawr vertices in Fig. 14, 

ao that they are correlated in such a w’ry that one is forced to pick up one of the m, 

parts of the numerators of the quark propagators between the two consecutive Yukawa 

couplings. We call this the rnasa inxrtian OII the fermion line. Note that this is a 
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general feature of any CP violation due to the acdar-pseudoscalar neutral scalar bosoo 

ex&ange. Knowing this basic feature, we can go ahead to estimate the contribution 

of the diagram. From the above argument, we immediately expect to get four powem 

of m,, two from the Yukawa couplings and two from the fermion mass insertions. 

IIowewr, this does not yet reflect the behavior of the loop contribution when the 

quark mass is taken to be small. The retin ia that the loop integral may be infrared 

divergent when the quark mawea are taken to be vanirhingly amdl. Before we show 

this, we first translate the operator 0~ into momentum space. Up to an additive 

term which vanishes on shell, the tensor, 7, of the three gluon vertex corresponding 

to the operator 0 in momentum space can be written salwl 

7 = -iif”‘n ([~~.Y~I[~~~.Y”I~~,Y*IY~). (65) 

Therefore to contribute to C one needs to pick up three powers of external momenta. 

In Fig. 14(a), there are live quark propagators. Among their numerators, two will 

pick up the quark msas pieces. The other three will have to pick up the externd 

momenta put of their b; pieus. After all the helicity and externd momenta are 

accounted for, one tea set the externd momenta to zero in the remaining integral. 

Now it is clear that in the loop with three fermion propagators the loop integration 

will have quadratic infrared divergence when the quark m-s is set to zero. The loop 

with two fermion propagators will have logarithmic infrared divergence in the same 

limit, That meana one should expect A factor of (m,)-‘ln(m,) from the loop integral. 

With this one can carily write down an estimate of the result 

c=$&,($$) (-&)ImGhm($) Pw 

wh=E VQCD NH is the QCD correction factor to be determined later. The second factor 

is the typicd contribution of any two loop diagram. g and g. M SU(2)‘ and S11(3) 

coupling constants respectively. The (l/Mw)’ facka follows from the dimension 

argument and the fact that the Yukawa coupling are proportional to (l/A&). The 

Im& parametrizes the CP violation in the theory M explained previously Section I.B. 

hNH(u) is A lunctioo of order one when the variable o is of order one. For small q, we 

expect h,,“(a) to have like (constmt)x(o)‘lo(u)‘. The explicit two loop calculation 

gives 

h&) = ;~‘d+s~~~(~ -z,,$:“(l-::,,, _ v)l~’ (67) 

Figure 15~ Feyoman diagrams contributing to the Weinberg operator 0, in the 

charged Higga models. 

In the small m,Jh4~ limit, 

-1 m: 
hw(m,/M~) - T&I 

” 
This confirms our estimate mod& A factor of order one. 

w 

Dicus l’* c&ulated the contribution for models with CP violaling charged Higga 

boson mixing~~4*‘q. The relevmt diagrams are given in Fig. 15. Ihm the 
geoerd belicity argument in the previous paragraph, one expects to have two facton 

of (m&m,) with A factor from the Yukawr coupling and soother one fmm the fermion 

mass insertions. It is clew that the contribution of Fig. 15(a) is going to be mu& 

larger than those of Fig. 15(b) because the loop with the bquark baa mom sevem 

infrared divergence. Therefore we can just estimate the contribution of Fig. 15(a). 

Our eatimak can again be given by EZqn( 66) except that the h function ir now l 

function of two variable, Ac&o~,ut) where o, = m,/&. The mur MM in this - 

ia the charged Higga bomn maw. The QCD correction factor will be difleerrnt u we 

shdl discuss later. For smdl LT. we expect ii to be (constant) x (m,/M,r)‘ln(m,/MH)’ 

where the constant ia of order one u with soy other %onstant’ in this paper. We 

do not expect A suppression factor due to tn. b&ruse of the infrared divergo- 

mentioned earlier. The explicit two loop calculation givea 

br(om) = 
~/,‘d~~rd~(t(I-~)yo:+~~~(~~~~(l -=)(I -*)]a 
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Figure 16: Feynman diagrams contributing to the Weinberg operator 00 in the Ml- 

right models. 

+(a - 4. (69) 

For the small o, limit, we can easily check OUT estimate and determine the constant 

to be -112 jud like the oeulral Eggs boson case. 

In ref.[60] it WM pointed out that the Weinberg mechanism may alx, provide 

an appreciable contribution to the DN. for models with CP violating kft-right 

mixingI’ ‘* ‘@. The relevant diagrams are given in Fig. 16. Following the same 

arguments as in previous paragraphs, we expect the Fig. 16(b) (0 be negligible com- 

pared to Fig. 16(a). Note however that in this case all the couplings are gauge cow 

plinga in&ad of Yukawa coupling M in the previous two examples. An immediate 

consequence of this ia that the quadratic (ma)’ infrared singularity is not completely 

cancelled by the msssea from lhe helicity argument. As I result, there is a net (I/m,) 

factor which means the lighter quark m-3 actually provida a0 enhancement effect 

instead of suppression as one may naively expect. 

The actual two Imp calculation givw 

c = -(4*)4 ;-, hf&< 
& 5 Im(aib:) 

-[hw(us.-.o,i) + ha(~w41. (70) 

where the couplings a;, bi are given in Section I.D., and cr.; = m,/Mws. The functions 

hw and 60 are given by 

hw(oti.utJ = 4owah(a,o,i), (71) 

and 

h&ti,o,i) = (u:; - o:.)o)iu,ih’(ati,uti). (73) 

h(o,i,u,;) = /,’ dl/,1 dv 
yJr’( 1 - 2)’ 

[z(l - +)yoi + x(1- y)L+ + (1 - r)(l -v)l’ 
-(oli +I Uli) (73) 

h’(oh,, (r,i) = jo’ d= /o’ dy 
y’r’(1 - z) 

[z(l - r)yu: + +(l - y)o:i + (1 -x)(1 -v)]’ 
+(a d-8 Oti). (74) 

Note that to obtain CP violation in Fig. 16(a) one has to pick the left-banded 

vector coupling at one end of the Wi propagator and the right-handed vector coupling 

at the other. As r. result one has to make one miss insertion on esch of the lwo quark 

linea which explains the m,m) factor in hw. To have CP violation for diagrams in 

which Wi ia replaced by the Goldstone bazaar, one has to use scalar vertices of the 

ame chirality at both ends of the unphysical Higgs propagator. As a result one picka 

up either a factor of mF.8” or a factor of m:e’? from the vertices and a mass insertion 

on each of the two quark lines. This explains the factor of m,m,(m: - m:) in ho. 

For small 06, but arbitrary o,i, we have 

h(mi,u,,i) - 
1 

+ _ ,+&!fl~~!: + ; - +t, 

h’h o,i) - 

(75) 

(76) 

and thus 

hwiho” 

Using Weinberg’s atimationl’~ of the matrix element, D. is given by (for sim- 

plicity, we assume 9~ = 9~ = 9 and Mw, > hfw, = Mw) 

D, _ 1.59 x lO-“f(~#sin C ain q e - cm (78) 
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Figure l’l: Feynman diagrams contributing to the Weinberg operator 00 in the au- Figure 18: Diagrams that determine the shift in the aefficient Co(r) at the threshold 

persymmetric models. for a heavy quark Q. 

where /(I) = (2z+6zJlnz -3rS/2-z’/2)/(1 - I’)). For m,/hfw 2 1, the function 

f(m,/&) ia about (-1/2)(m,/Mw). In order to compare with the contribution of 

the one loop electric dipole moments of the conrlituent quarks to the electric dipole 

moment of neutron calculated by Beall and Soni[“l 

D.(Eleall - Soni) - 5.3 x IO-” sin< ain 7 e - cm, (79) 

we need to know the QCD evolution factor C which we will be discussed shortly. 

is of course L signal that the corresponding fermion loop should not be treated ~1 a 

local operator a( the scale above the fermion man scale which in this cue il the b 

quark mars. The proper way b treat this problem is to integrate out the t quark ud 

the W boson first which induces a color electric dipole moment operator(0,) for the 

b quark ru shown in Fig. 18(a). 

For supersymmetric models, there can be many sources of 0~. The most impor- 

tant one is probably the auperaymmetric QCD mechanism mentioned Section I.E. 

As mentioned there, the CP violating &ct has to be proportional (~)‘m~,$fom,. 

This in indeed demonstrated clearly by crosaea in the moat important two loop dia- 

gram, ahown in Fig. 17. Note that in this case hewy = well a~ light quarka can 

contribute to the loop. As L result of the infrared property of the quark loop we get 

an (l/m,)’ factor from the loop which combined with the CP factor mentioned above 

result in a net (l/m,) factor w in the cae of left-right models. This diagram has 

been c&&&d by many groupa~w:“*“s~. It certainly confirma our expectation and 

estimate. We ahdl not get into detail here because the buic feature is similar to tbc 

other models that we have discussed. 

This operator is then QCD corrected using R.G. tecbniquc down to the b-quark 

male. The 00 operator ia subsequently induced after the b quark ia integrated out 

u shown in Fig. 18(b). That in, for thin class of models, in order to take the leading 

logarithmic QCD care&on into account one should break up the two loop cdcu- 

Mona discussed earlier and keep only the leading term in the scale ratio m,/lrfw. 

Since the leading log. correction is numerically more significant then the higher order 

term in m,/Mw, it ia a worthwhile trade off. One can of course include both leading 

1%. and higher order terms in m,/Mw; howeva it will take a lot more hard work 011 

the threshold effect and probably will be numerically insignificant. 

To calculate the QCD eflcct, one first has to include all the operatora that un 

mix with 00 at some level in the a&G. That means one should at least include 

the operator 0, in the umlysis because in some models the quark operator 0, ~11 

already be induced at the one-loop level.@~ l a ‘4 4 Up to a total derivative term, 
00 and 0, are the only gr.auge invariant CP-violating operators with dim&ion 5 6 
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The fermion mass aiogularity in both the charged Higgr and the left-right modela 
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that involve the glum field strength. Thus, the effective Hamiltonian for the neutron 

electric dipole moment will contain the following terms 

71 r,, = c&)0&) + c G(rP,(c) (80) 
r 

where c&) and C,(c) are the Wilson coefficient functions that depend on the model 

of CP-viol*ttion. Since r$X,, = 0 by definition the p-dependence of the operators 

baJ to b&we the p-dependence of the Wilson coefficient functions. Once the eve- 

lution of the operatora aa b function of p is calculated, the p-dependence of the 

coefficients is determined. 

Hetween any two relevant scalea of the theory when the particle content of the 

theory remains the same, the scale dependence of the operator8 is determined by the 

anomdoua dimenaiona of the operators. The anomalous dimensions are in turn deler- 

mined by the cut-off dependence of the loop corrections to the el%ctive Hamiltonian. 

Therefore calculating anomalous dimension at one loop level is the same as analyz- 

ing the divergent structure of the one loop corrections. Since the induced operator 

with divergent coefficients may not dwaya be the same form aa the original one, the 

anomalous dimension is in geenerd r. matrix. For example, up to dimension 6 , 00 

and 0, are the only two operaton that M CP violating and therefore can mix with 

each other. (Again, we have ignored the dimension four Fw.p,,i,, term beau* it is a 

total derivative. More discussion &out this is given in K. Choi’s talk). Therefore, 

the renormalization group equations for these operators are 

r&pro*(P) = +4,,j~lO,(P)~ (81) 

and. 

Pg pro&) = ‘+! (~~o~~=Oo(r) + YG,~*,(P)/%(P)) . (82) 

The anomalous dimension for Or, is given by[m”I %, = ‘j?C, - 10C~ - $N,; while 

for 00 it ia given byIs’ 700 = -CA - 2N,. 

The equations imply the operator 00 can induce the operator Or, but not vise 

versa. Tbia is expected because 0,~ is of dimension 6 and 0, only of dimension 5. 

This operator mixing is controlled by the anomalous dimension 70, which is give#l 

by 2C”. For SU(3). CA = 3 and Cr = $. 
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Figure 19: Diagrams that determine the anomalous dimenrion coefficient 700. The 

circle with G inside represents the gluonic CP-violating operator 00. 

In some models a different basis of operaton may be more useful for the &ctive 

Hamiltonian in (J), wb a~ O](r) =o&~)~Oa(r) ad 4(r) = g.(r)m,(r)O,(r), the 

anomalous dimension matrix is then changed. The diagonal coefficients analogous to 

7mand-r,,areyrr = 7oa-38 =-12C~mdm=~n-@+yn= 4C.,- 

16C~. Here, fl = (IIC” - 2N,)/3 ir the QCD beta-function and 7,. = -6Cp ia the 

~omdous dimension of the quark mara operator. 

Among these anomalous dimensions, fee is the most complicated we to dculak 

because of the complexity of the gluon self-coupling vertex. The diyuna which riced 

b be calculated for thia purpose are given in Fig. 19l@. Since the 00 operator 
contains terms which have from 3 gluons to 6 gluona, the simplest way is to elect a 

particular term that one wisha to induce and assume that the gauge invariance will 

lake un of the rut. Alkmalively.one can avoid the gauge ambiguity by considering 

the eITec1 of the operator on a acatkring pruccar involving three gluonr. In ref.(65], the 

background field method is used in which all the external fields are considered LO be 

backgound fields. For constant background fields. only the dimension 6 piece, which 

doea not contain any momentum in the vatex, is induced. In lhir method, the find 

operatar structure i* simpler but there are more d&rams to cllcul~te. In ref.[b(], 

a more conventional method ia wed and the operator &ucture of the dimension 3 

piece is used to identify the operaor. They detected the wrong sign in nf&rj]. ~b= 
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isue of gauge dependence hm been reexamined’~. 

After the dust settled, it was pointed out [“I that all these amm~alous dimensions 

were calculated before by Morowv [s’l. He calculated the anamdous dimensions ma- 

trix for almost dl the QCD operators with dimension 5 .3 excluding only thcae with 

four fermion couplings. Later, we will discuss some of Morowv’a result a little more. 

If one is only interested in the low energy effect of the operator Oc, the mixing 

of the operators 00 and 0, is actually a higher order effect and therefore can be 

ignored[“~“~. This will be justified shortly. Ignoring this mixing, the solution to the 

renormalization group equations far the Wilson coefficient functions is then 

.oalP 

Cc(r) = (# 
1 

!?.(I4 
Co(W 9 G(r) = go 

( 1 

k’B C,(&q 
(83) 

. 

To solve this equation, ooe needs the initial conditions on the C coefficients in 

?t*,,. At the highest scale in the theory, 7f.1, is the 11-e M the basic Hamiltonian. 

The initial C coeflicients are therefore determined by the input parameter of the 

theory. Aa we go down in energy scale, the particles heavier than the relevant scale 

have to be integrated out. After the heavy particla are integrated out, we obtain a 

Lagrangian without these particles, however their effects have been summarized in the 

new effective Hamiltonian. Therefore to make cure their effects are properly taken 

into recount, we should compare the physical effects of the effective Hamiltonian 

above the heavy particle threshold where these particles are present to the effects 

of the one below the threshold where such particla no longerpraide. The initid C 

coefficients for the evolution below each threshold M are thereby determined. 

In neutrd Hiss models, 00 ia induced when the t quark and Ho are integrated 

out at some heavy acde hf. With the initial conditions C,(M) = 0 and Cc(M) = 

&(M)(g,(M)/4x)“, the CP-violating effective Hamiltonian becomes 

H *,, = E&f) (q)” ($g#-W) 
= co(M)(~)‘Q’ls(~)30~(P). (84) 

We have assumed 5 tlavors betwea the scales M and JI. Note that the QCD correction 

to the operator 00 ia a auppreasioo effect. Therefore the enhancement effect discussed 
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in ref.[55] ia actually a suppression factor because the exponent of wrong sign WM 

used there. 

To discuss the other modela we have to emphasize the importance of the op 

erator 0,. This operator dcea not d%ct 00 through its KC. evolution. but it 

baa a significant effect on the matching condition while going thmugb the thrcah- 

old of the quark field. At the threshold of a quark Q, the operator O&I) for 

that quark gives a finite contribution to the coefficient of the gluonic operator 00. 

Therefore one must match matrix elements of the operator 00(p) with ‘?i.,,(mi) % 

JC&)O&) + JCq(r)Oq(p) just above the threshold p = rn: with the corrt 

aponding matrixelements using ?f.,,(m;) E JC&)O&) just below “9, the ahift 

is given by[“* Ml 

Cc(mi) = C~~(rni) + Co(M) ($$$)‘“‘ilL*. 
8x WI* 

Thus the contribution to Cc(p) rt the hadronic scale involves an enhancement rt 

the quark thresholds due to O&followed by suppruaiona from the evolution of 00 

between thruholds. This shift can be significant when both Co(M) and C&4) are 

nonvanishing at the weak scale. In fact, it is easy to see that thin is the cue in the 

The matching condition alao provides a better way to understand the results of 

Fkf.[59] and [M)]. Tbe two loop ulculations there can be divided into two stepsf”‘~“2J, 

the first being the generation of the operator O,(m,) from a oncloop diagram at the 

scale ml. In the sccnnd step, the operator O,(m:) inducea the operator Oo(m;) 

by the matching condition. This approach baa the advantage of aumming up all the 

leading logarithms of the form a:log”(m,/m,) and thus improves the direct t-loop 

calculationa in these references. 

We now justify our earlier claim that operator mixing can be ignored within the 

approximation we are working at. Weaeed only consider mixing of 00 with the heavy 

quark operators 00, because hadronic matrix elementr involving light quark operatora 

will be suppressed by the light quark mass. If Co(M) is nonzno, renormalization 

gmup evolution of 00 down to the Male mq will generate a contribution to Cq(m$) 

on the order of Co(M)mo. Applying the matching condition Eqn( 135) at the heavy 

quark threshold. we find that the shift in Co is of order Coo.. This shift it 
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suppreswd by a power of a,(mo) compared to Cc(m& and should not be included 

unlrJ. one dx, comput=s the order a. corrections to the initial conditions and to the 

diagood evolution of Oc. 

If tb= CP-violation comet from the neutral Higgs boson mixing, from %o( 66). the 

NEDM is estimated to be DN - 2.0 x 10-“(~~,H,(r)r(m,/M)(Im ZS) =-cm -he*= 

fm Z, and tb= function h(m,/M”) has been defined earlier. The QCD evolution 

factor is given by 

&,, = (~)‘~‘“(~)‘w”’ ($$)‘“‘” (+)’ (86) 

The lower curve in Fig. 20 shows the NEDM (&/ImZs) M a function Of the hadronic 

scale. 

A figure for DN cm be found in r=f.[49]. For p - 1 GeV. C,“,“, - 3 x lo-‘, and 

the NEDM is about 6.0 x lo-“ImZje - cm for mr - ?&. 

Similar calculations can be performed for the charged Higgs bosan -. 1~ The 

QCD evolution fackir ia given byI” 

pm&@) = (d!!J’11 pJ2’ ($LJ’=“* (!gy . (87) 

For p - lGeV, cg’, - 10e5. From the middle curve of Fig. 20, we sa that the 

NEDM is about 3 x IO-“Im Z; e - cm for ml - MM+. 

fn Lb= left-right symmetric model, sJsuming the right-handed acde is the TeV 

scale, one ha.@ d, - 1.59 x 10-‘m~~~D(p)/(m~/Mw)~in~~inq e-cm, where C 

and 7 are the left-right mixing angle and the CP-violation phase respectively. The 

function f(z) = (2.7 + 6&nz - 3~~12 - z’/2)/(1 - z’)‘, and is of order unity for 

1 < m,/Mw < 5. The QCD evolution factor in 

<,“L&&) = (@!i)“= (fi)‘=+’ (!!)‘m”‘( !?.$)‘ , (@) 

<&SD _ I.5 x 10e3 at p - l&V. It is almost an order of magnitude larger than 

that of the neutrd Hiags boson CM=. Ram the upper curve of Fig. 29. we have 

d. - 2 x lo-” sine sin q e - cm, where we have resumed ml - Mw. Note that for 

the minimal modell’q, aintsin ‘) is about 1.5 x lo-‘. 
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Figure 20: The neutron electric dipole moment (DN), module by the correapanding 

CP violating phaa, u a function of the badronic scale (p) in various models of CP 

violation. 

Upper curve: DN/sin ( sin q VMUS p in left-right symmetric model; middle curve: 

Dp~/IrniY; versus p in charged Higga boron model; lower curve: D~/lm& versus p in 
neutron Higgs bcwon model. We have net m, = MH = hi”+ = Mw in thex curve. 

The first facton of Eqo( 87) and Eqn( 88) come from theevolution of the b quark 
color-electric dipole moment betv&n h4 and m,. They have different exponents 

because the bottom quark m-s is absent in the color-electric dipole moment, Q(M), 

of the b quark in the IefLrigbt symmetricmodel M compared to the- of the charged 

Higgs boson case.C’l It implies that the light quark mass enhancement (l/m,) in the 

matching condition ( 85) survivea for the DN ia the left-right symmetric mod=l.P’l 

For supersymmetric modela similar andyais can also be done. Tbe generd cbu- 

acter of this C&S= ia not too diRacnt from the charged Higgs a&l. Since Lb loop 

with the gluino contains only ausy partida which are praumably buvy, it rbould b= 
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integrated out first like the charged H&s case and induce a chrome-electric dipole 

momer,t, o;, for the lighter quarks at the supersymmetry breaking scale. The most 

distinctive feature ia that, azssuming all the suay particles are of the same SC& the 0; 

of all the quarka are induced at the same time with similar magnitudes. In contrast, 

in the charged Higgs or the left-right models, only D,’ for the b quark is induced 

without the mixing angle suppression. 

Before we summarize we wish to mention some interesting problems raised by the 

calculation of Morozovl’~. As we have seen, the effect of the dimension six gluonic 

operator is suppressed by the QCD evolution effect. The suppression effect, qualita- 

tively, is not surprising because the operator contains three powers of QCD coupling 

constants and it gives rise to enhancement effect for the operator and therefore results 

in suppression in its coefficient. One may wonder whether this is a general feature 

far other higher dimensional gluonic operators. Mormov’a calculation showed that 

this is not the case. For example, at dimension 8, there are three independent P-, 

T-violating purely gluonic operators one can write down. They have a 3 by 3 anoms- 

lous dimension matrix. The eigenvaluw of the matrix are (-86, -41.7, +9.6) using our 

normalization. The positive eigenvrlue indicates that one of the linear combination 

is actually enhanced by QCD. Given how negative the other eigenvalua are, at low 

energy, this is almost the only linear combination that will survive. Note that Mow 

zcw’s result hss not been checked in the literature yet. Given the complexity of tbe 

calculation it ia certainly desirable to have an independent check of the result. 

Given this operator with the pcaitive anomalous dimension, one would like to 

know bow important ia the low energy e&t of tbia operator. Certainly a higher 

dimensiond operator will be suppressed by the inverse of some bigber mass scale. 

In moat of the models, this acale ia Mw or higher. Therefore there will be at least 

a (mN/mw)’ suppredaion factor relative to the dimension 6 operator, 00, where 

mu is the neutron maw. It ia interesting to M if lbe QCD enhancement factor 

can compensate this suppression factor. Uaiog the Higggs models of CP violation 

M examplea, one un identify the two loop diagrams that will contribute to this 

operator. They are shown in Fig. 21. The diagram in Fig. 21(a) was pointed out 

by Weinberg before[‘61. For neutral Higgs models with the top quark loops, dl the 

diagrams, Fig. 2l(s,b,c), give contributions of similsr magnitude. For tbe cbuged 
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(b) 

(4 
Figure 21: Two loop diagrams that contribute to the dimension 8 purely gluooic 

c.perators. 

Higgs model, the main contribution is due to the Fig. 2l(d,e). Tbia ia because the b 

quark loop iv infrared divergent. Therefore one rhould integrate out the t quark loop 

first, add the QCD correction and then inkgrak out the b quark loop. That meaa~, 

the Fi8. 21(e) tbould dominate over Fig. 21(d) becane it has a more severe infrared 

divergence when m, i3 set to zero. Therefore the dimension 8 operator is induced at 

the m, scale by the cbrom*electric dipole operator of the b quark. Therefore the 

axle that balances the the dimension should be III, instead of Mw. Of course we llso 

lost the QCD enhancement effect that we nought for earlier between m, md Mu. 

Without an explicit two loop calculation, we can make a first estimate of ib effect. 

The the two loop 8npb in Fig. 21(b) I or example. It can be edlimakd to be 

7jMeqy (6) (&) ImZI h(~bW) ($j+C) 
csg) 

where the last bracket ia the matrix element of the operator using the naive dimen- 

sional estimate; fa ia a function of order one when m, z MM. The QCD enbanccmeot 
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factor is g,(M) rs.a”= WDN - ‘la ( 1 9.(P) 
(90) 

If fi is taken to be 250 ,%feV and MH taken to be 100 GeV. this contribution can be 

competitive with that of Oo. A more detail andysia of this is still in progress. 

There are also other interesting issues that have been raised in the literature. In 

ref.[66], it ia claimed that the dimensioo 8 P-, T- violating operatcrs with one photon 

and three gluon field strengths can give even larger contribution than the dimension 

6 operator, 0~. It is also interesting to investigate the importance of these operators 

in models with the QCD Peccei- Quinn symmetry invented k avoid the strong CP 

probleml~. Due to limits&am in space and time we aball not explore this further. 

Finally, we summarize the contribution of the gluon color electric dipole moment 

to the neutron electricdipole moment in various models of CP violation. It turns out 

that this contribution in most of the models in which one can provide e, solid prediction 

of Dp doa not represent the dominant contribution. However the mechanism doa 

give rise to nontrivial constraint on the parameten which are not already constrained 

by CP violation in the kaon sector in a more general class of models. One should 

however remember that the estimate contain large uncerkintia. This is reflected in 

Fig. 20 that when the scale p is less than about 250 MeV, all three curvea begin to 

decrease rapidly. We conclude that the mechanism of generating NEDM using the 

gluon color-electric dipole moment operator does not rule out any reasonable modela 

of CP-violation. Nevertheless it remains a powerful mechanism for generation of the 

neutron electric dipole moment in many models of CP violation. 

B. Electric Dipole Moment of Electron and 

Quarks 

(l)Barr-Zce mcchonism and lelctric dip& moment of rlclmn 
In the Higgs models of CP violation, at one loop level, the only contribution is through 

the neutral Higgs boson exchange M ahown in Fig. 22. To obtain an electric dipole 

moment operator the initial and find electrons have to have different belicitiw. Since 

io this diagram, the two Yukawa couplinga flip helcity twice, we are forced k make 
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Fiyre 22: One loop contribution to electric dipole moment of eletroo through the 

neutral Higgs exchange. 

one additional mass insertion on the fermion linea. As discussed before in Section 

LA., a general charackr of the neutral Higga mediated CP violation is that there 

has to be a mass insertion between the two Yukawa couplings. Therefore the mars 

insertion required by the belicity of the D. operator haa b be an internal insertion. 

As a result, the diagram can be atimakd to give 

We r= (s’/4~)(*.lMw)‘(*,/M~)~n(m./Mx)‘, (91) 

where the logarithmic factor is the anticipaed infrared divergcoce in lhe loop when 

the electron mass ia set to zero. Two povera of MC’ originate from the Yulraua 

couplingo. With three powen of m., the numericd v&e of this contribution im 

vaoiabingly small. 

If CP violation ia in the &aged Higgs sector, it das not even have a one loop 

contribution. This is because oeutrinao are marslea and the artociakd cbird sym. 

metry can be used k mtak away the complex phase of the Yukawa coupling of the 

ligbtat charged Higgs boeon. 

Recently, Barr and zee*q pointed out then is a new claw of twc-loop Feyamur 

diagrama. generically 8+x1 by Fig. 23 which can lead to a large electric dipole 

moment (EDM) of the charged lepkna or light quarks due to the CP violation in the 

neutral Higgs pr~pw+x~~~‘**~ The diagram requiw only any one b&city flip on (be 
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Figure 23: Generic two loop contribution lo the electric dipole momenl of the electron 

through M If17 or HZ7 vertex. 

electron line which ia accomplished automatically by the Yukawa coupling. Therefore. 

generically, the diagram can be utimated to be D./e ? (g’/4r)‘(m./flw). f where 

/ is L function of order one when all the heavy particlea in the loop are of about the 

same nl&5sca 

For the charged Higga exchange models of CP violation~“*‘0~8~*l, similar two loop 

diagrams also give important contributions. This case is not investigated in detail in 

the literature yetl”1. Therefore, we will not discuss tbia caw very much here. We shall 

a.wume that neutral Higga exchange ia the sole source of CP violalion. Of course, if 

a model with only two doublets. the charged Higga aec(Or will be automatically CP 

coowrving. 

The two loop diagrams that contribute the 0. CM be classified into rs few &.SJ)CS. 

The fint one iovolva L one loop subdiagram through which M e&live H,T or 

HZ7 vertices are induced aa those in Fig. 24. The lirst loop in any of these two- 

loop diagrams involvea either a heavy fermion, lay the top quark, or the W b-n that 

couplea to ao external photon line. In this discussion we shall ignore the charge Higga 

loop siocc they are model dependent and cara dwaya be made smaller by making 

chuged Higga heavier. The strategy ia that we like to discuss tbe conacquence of the 

neutral md charged Higgs mediated CP violation separately and calculate the part 

of the contribution wbicb is the leaat model dependent. 
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Figure 24: The two Loop diagrams that involve L one loop subdiagram which induces 

an effective fI~7 or HZ7 vertica 

The second data involves a one loop nabdiagram that induca an e&live electric 

dipole moment operator for the W boaon M in Fig. 25. As we till show in the next 

section, a general argument of Ref.[gl] I h ows that the two loop diagrama of tbia type 

cannot producl a CP violating effective EDM for the W bcaon in the first loop and 

hence gives no contribution hen. The argument can be generalized to an arbitrary 

number of loops (0 show that without using the fcrmiw in the loop the induced 

WWy vertex can not contribute to the EDM of any fermion in any gauge theory of 

CP violation. This il because. without fermions, one can find a dircrrte symmetry, 

which we shall cdl V-parity, aucb that it transforms all the gauge puticla like the 

ordinary parity P but leavea tbc spinleaa particles invariant. V-parity forbids my 
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Figure 25: Feynman diagrams for the EDM of the electron with sn el%ctive operator 

for the electric dipole moment of W. 

wWy vertex which ia P-add. Therefore the only CP violating WW7 vertex that 

un be induced through boaaoic loops baa to be P-even and C-add. To generate 

tbe EDM of krmioos, the photon field in the WWy vertex bu to be in the gauge 

invariant form, Fv. One cdll ahow that, in this case, the WWy vertex is always C 

even and no EDM of fermionr CM be induced. An a result, we need the scalar Higga 

coupling in the tint loop and then tbe pseudacalu Higga coupling to the electron 

line in the Mcond loop so a~ k produce the scalar-pseudoscalu mixing which ia CP 

non-conserving. m 

There are a lot of other diagrams, shown in Fig. 26, that do not contain a one loop 

subdiagram aa in Fig. 23 which inducer a bosonic elTective verkx. These diagrams 

were diamvered by Leigh, Paban and X$4. Their calculations show that this class 

of diayams does not give the dominant contribution. 

The dominant contributions an due to the graphs in Fig. 24. Detailed unlyais of 

these diwams haa been done by many authon m ‘*q. We will simply mention the 

subtlety involved in the calculation. The amplitudes for the diective Hm and IfZy 

vertices due to the W-loop in the Andard model are g5ven in R&(77] The result 

haa been confirmed by more than one group. We can easily translate their mulk 

ink the cdde of the multi-Higga doublet modelr. To do the translation, one nota 

that, in R( gauge, tbe diagrams associated with W-loop can be eparated ink two 
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Figure 26: Two loop diagrama that do not contain a one ICOP subdiagram with 

etlective Hm or HZy verkx. 

gauge invariant sets. Tbe first ret involves loops containing tbe W boaon QI ita ghost 

while the second set involva q&fially the Higgs boon coupling to tbe unphysical 

charged Higga G* uociakd with the W boaon. The latter coupling is proportional 

to the Higa mesa, A$, and therefore tbia rt of diagrams forma a gauge invariant 

subset by themselves. Thee two lek d diagrams should be transl&d separately. 

For multi-Higgs doublek models, there are more than two CP violating mixing in 

the neutral Higga rcto&‘% They can be parametrized in krnu of Im Zi,lm 2,. and 

lm & aa defined in Eqa.( 27). They are con~trrined by unity conditicq Eqn.( 29). 

u derived in Section I.C.. Thmemupling an be used to trmalak the rt of&~- 

with bceonic loop whae coupling consknk do not have explicit dependencc on the 
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lliggs mass. But before we get to the explicit two loop results we should step back 

and see if we can get a reasonable estimate without getting into the details. The 

idea is to demonstrate how much of the result can be anticipated without the detail 

calculation just by analyzing the physics carefully. 

For the top quark loop, since the Yukawa coupling of the t quark already flips 

the h&city once in the loop, one needs another m-s insertion in the top Iwp. After 

that insertion, we will have an infrared singularity in the top quark loop if we act rn, 

to zero. At the same time since we have already taken the electron propagator to be 

a massless one in our approximation, even the second loop will also get an infrared 

divergent in the limit of vanishing ml Therefore, we expect the m, dependence of 

the loop to be m@m,)’ for the case of ml a hfx. The Yukawa coupling8 ue 

ml/X, = (542mw). (V/&l,) for the t quark and m,/& for electron, where we 

assume that the electron couples to $1. For the Higga boson propagator with CP 

violating mixing, one can write it hs Im(&&“‘) where each field can be complex 

conjugated depending on the helicity of the Yukawa vertices. It is helpful to combine 

couplings witb the propagator in the analysis. If the electron vertex is scalar and tap 

vertex ia pseudoscalar, the propagator combined with coupling constants ia 

mlm. ??+fpj-$ 
4 ( > 

iy 21m 
1 

(4; + K) 
= 

AA’ 
+ ,,,@& 

AIAY 1 = iyfiGFl*(fG;z, (92) 

Similarly if the electron vertex in pseudoscalar and the top vertex is ac&r then we 

only have to switch between 4: and 4y and obtain 

.m,m. J;ic 
--ii- 

Im.% - Im& F (q’-M;) (93) 

Putting these together, we can atimate the top quark loop contribution to be 

F($)(h& - Irnip,) + G($)(I& + h&i) 1 , (W 

The functions F(z),G(z) are of order I of I - 1 rmd F(z),C(z) z consfanf x (loz)’ 

if I is small. Two powers of MH are present by dimensional arguemnt. 

This can be compared with the explicit two loop results [m.‘3.“.“.‘q. For dia. 

grams with the Hy7 vertex, it is given by 

w=,%np = - 6\/i13 -F [[~(zH.) +g(rg)lIm Z;, - If(w) - shdl~* -%I . 

(95) 
where 

f(z) = ;+2(12_‘(:)-:),n.(l-I! 
z(1 -z) 

9(z) = ;.p,(* -:, _ *+Q-- (96) 

and I~. is rn:/MMm. These functions are such thatpq /(I) ?x 1/2,9(l) rx 1; for large 

I, J(Z) z (1/3)Inz,g(l) E (1/2)lnz; for small 2, /(z) z g(1) = (2/2)(lnz)‘. This 

clearly confirm our atimate. 

For the HZy vertex, similar estimate applia. However, the 2 coupling to the 

fermion is different from the photon coupling. To atart with, the 2 bcsn has both 

vector and axial vector couplings. However, for fermion loop, Ferry’s theorem implia 

tbst only the vector coupling of the Z contribute. Ferry’s theorem ia result of charge 

conjugation symmetry. The axial vector coupling is odd under charge conjugation. 

(Reader is reminded that both scalar and pseudacalar couplings arc even under 

charge conjug&m). One may ask why should charge conjugation be a relevant 

symmetry here since it ia well known that the weak interactiona does not respect 

charge conjugation symmetry. The argument here is not too diRerent out arguments 

in Part I about bow one see that CP ia broken. For fermion loop, one use only 

a small a&set of the weak interactions. Aa long an bosona are exkmal fields we 

may M well pretend that there are two different exkma particles, one with the 

vector coupling and the other one with the axial vector coupling to tbe fermion for 

symmetry consideration. In that case one cao d&e a charge conjugation symmetry 

M long M one rsrigns different C quantum number to the two different Z with vector 

or axial vector couplings. This e&o tell us Ferry’s theorem will not be applicable at 

two loop level in which one ia allowed to add an ‘2 boxon exchange to the fermion 
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loop. in that a situation of vector- &d-vector mixing happen in the propagator not 

very .&fferent from the case of scalar-pseudoxdar mixing for the spin zera case. 

AS ~.mg aa the z coupling to the top quark ia only vectorial in the loop, one 

can con&de that ita coupling to the electron has to be also vectorial. Otherwiw, 

we will have, M vector-axial-vector mixing in the diagram which is odd under charge 

conjugation. This will be the only factor which is odd under charge conjugation in the 

two loop diagram. Since the operator we like to generate is C even, we conclude that 

this type of mixing can not happen sod therefore the Z couplings to both fermioos 

have to be vectorial. 

Through thae argument we can immediately translate the 11-n vertex into the 

HZy vertex, we have 

(D./e)::& = - 
(t - .ssin’B~)(3 - 8sin’Bw) GFm.0 

32 sin’ 8,~ cm’ t’w 

{[~(zH..zz) + &~ff.,4Im ZC, - I&H., IZ) - jh, w)b i;,} , 
(9’1) 

with I= = m:/tiz and i(z,y) = yf(z)/(y - 2) t z/(Y)/(~ - Y) and similarly for i. 

Noti tbst numerically since 4sin’Bw ir about one, the 2 contribution is much less 

significant than the photon contribution. 

For the Hy7 vertex with the W hason loop, one can do similar atimate. However 

one should know where the Higgs couplings to the W boson are derived. The coupling 

tiae from tbe gauge cowiant kinetic term of the Higga fields. For a multiHi@ model 

the Feynman rule for WW+i vertex ia igr.g’ x; Re(((&p)‘) #). Therefore the Yukawa 

coupling to the electron has to be purely pscudoacalrr in order to get CP violation. 

This together with the Higgs propagator and the Yukawa coupling to electron gives 

‘9 a* (b((,q @) ,$ - 5) 
= $.i IAII%nA1 t 5 IA;l’(Im.L - ImAiI) 

[ i-2 1 
= -ig’m.~ IA;j’lmAil. (98) 

i-2 

where in the last equality we have used the unitary gauge condition in Eqn.( 29) 

in Section I.C.. Therefore we expect the answer to be proportional to ImZ& and 

independent of I&&. 

Two loop calculation Ior the Iffy case gives the electron EDM 

(D&m.v.= 8fir" " =C?. [3/(zd t 5&x.) t +d t p+“.)] , (99) 

where we follow the notations of Refs.[?O. 731 with 7,. = A-* EL’-, IArl’Im Z;,, A-’ = 

E, ]A&]’ and I”- = M&/M.?,.. The function h(z) is defined to be 

h(r) = ;/,I I _ $ _ z) [I+ I _ $ _ II ‘og v]- (‘W 

The first two terms in J?qa.( 99) arise from the terms in the Hyy vertex which are 

linear in the external photon momentum while the next two terms arise from the 

terms which are independent al the momentum. lo the latter case one baa to expand 

the propagators in the second loop to get the external momentum factor. 

For the HZ7 case, one bra 

(&/4z~, = ’ ;s;~o~$qb[:(5 - tan’ew)h”,zz) 

t j(7 - 3tm’&v)j(zH.,+a) t $+A t :h(w.)]. (101) 

where zz = M&/M;. Note that only the vector part of the 2-c-c vertex contributes 

to the CP violating EDM operator and thus produce. the suppression factor of (1 - 

4 sin’&) in Eqn.( 101). If one assumes, for simplicity, that the lightest Him boron 

Ho dominates md the other heavier Higgs bmon an be neglected, then the aumericd 

result due to the contributions from i?qna.( 99, 101) M shown in Fig. 27 with% = !, 

The W-loop contribution of HZy is ahout 10% of that 01 H-,y and they have the 

same sign. 

It is much more ambiguous to translate the subset of diagrams involving the 

uophysicd Higga @. one needa the coupling of the physical Higga boson to the 

unphysical Higga pair C+C-. This can be shown to be 

C= -A-=~X&G+G-&... , 
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Figure 27: Numerical estimate of the d./e via the W-loop when 7” = 5. 

The data points show the contribution due to the top quark loop Ior the case ImZ& = 

rmi;, = -; and m, = 120 CeV. 

where hf,; is the N x N submatrix of the neutrd Hiw ~MI matrix associated with 

&dj. Using this coupling. we derive 

(D./&l,, = s iy z [f(od - d’“.)] I (163) 

and 

(D./e):& = 

094) 
The amplitude for each Higga bomn increaaa logarithmically with the Higgga hoson 

mass. IO thia car-s, the lightest Higgs contribution m&y no longer be the most impor- 

tant one. This makes reliahleestimateaftbis type of contribution difficult. However, 

the coefficienta are amdl enough that these contributions may not be so significant 

M compared to the W-loop contribution discussed earlier except for the case of very 
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heavy Higgs hoson. 

Numerically the contribution from the top quark is generally smaller than that 

from the W boson. We demonstrate this point in Fig. 27 by choosing typicd vdun 

of the CP violating parameters ImZ& = Im@, = -i with ml = 120 CeV. It is 

worth mentioning that the t-quark loop contribution involves a linearly independent 

combination of CP violating parameters, ImZ&, aa compared to the W-loop or G- 

loop contributions. 

To summarize, the W-loop contributions, ignoring the G-loop subset that involvea 

the Hius b-o mass in the vertex, may provide the majority of the contribution. 

The G-loop subset may become important when the Higgs boson rnas ia very heavy, 

in that case, the Higgs sector may be strongly interacting and a reliable estimate is 

very difficult. 

(9) chmmo-eledric dipole moment oJ quark The mechanism discovered hy Barr and 

Zee can also lads to a large chromoelectric dipole moment of the light quarks and 

thus given rise to a neutron electric dipole moment which is dmost two orders of 

magnitude larger than the usual one loop mechanism. Either the neutrd Higgs boson 

has to be very heavy or the mmplex CP violation phue has to be very smdl. 

If the CP violation ariaa from a Higga sector that obeya nrturd flavor conservation 

then the Higga boswa can be relatively light aa mentioned befo~&~~ ‘* * “* ‘q. If one 

uses the charged Higga sector to explian c, the we can uw it to constrain CP violating 

parameter. Ia turn, we cm we the result to predict &.I. For a charged Higgs boson 

mass about lOGeV, the one loop contribution to DN is estimated to be -9 x 10-ne - 

cml“l which is not too far from the expaimentd upper bound of 8 x IO-“e- ml” szl. 

Such a light chuged Hi@ bcaon is no longer redietic. For a IOOGeV charged Higgn 

boson, the one loop atimate of DN is about IO-“, - cm. The neutral Higgs boaon 

can also provide in&eating contribution to DN. The naive estimate of ita one loop 

contribution gives small result becuse it is aupprrued by three powers of light quuk 

mu it mentioned in Section KC.. A more careful1 andysin indicates that if one 

considers the neutrd Ii& boson coupling to the nucleont instead of quarks the effect 

~0 be much luger. A nzcent cstimatel’q gives 2 x lo-‘(100GeV/M~)‘e - cm. 

The Barr aad Zee’a two loop mechanism provides another way to avoid the light 
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quark maa suppression e&t. It turns out the leading contribution to the two loop 

me&&sm are the chrome-electric dipole moments (CEDMs) of the light quarks. 

This is anticipated because when the two photons in Fig. 2’2 are replied by two gluoos 

one gets ~1 enhancement factor of o./o. However, note that the loop momenta in 

the two loop diagram are both of high mass acde, M (which is rn, for the most pat). 

Therefore the CEDM is induced at the scale M. When the QCD renormalization 

group correction is taken into account, the scaling of the CEDM operators from the 

high ma98 scale (M) down to the hadronic scale (p) give rise to a suppression effect 

of about one percent. This aupprwsive effect ia the same ca the one we had discussed 

in Section D.A. for the operator 0,. 

The calculation of the gluonic diagrams is very similar to the photo& ona dis- 

cussed before. For gluonic case, we will have to insert soem color factors. It givea rise 

to the CEDMs, D:.d. for the up and down quarks!4 

s, = g,f. = 2”.(~)WGF I”y2’a”$ (f(4 + SW (105) 

d?, = g.jd = zmd($‘fiG~ [ImZdf(z) + g(2)) - I*-h(f(d -s(d)] (106) 

where f(z) and 9(z) were defined in Eqo.( 96) and I is rn:/!&. As expected, this 

two loop mechanism requires only one power of light quark mass suppression. The 

ratio of the w.cuum expectation valun of the Higgs bosona, VZ/VI. is defined to be 

t4m. 

The CEDM operatora of the light quarks are induced at the heavy t quark or 

Higgs b-n mass scale when these particles are integrated out in tbe effective theory. 

QCD renormalization effect brings us an extra factor 

( 1 

g.(M)& 
%(P) 

(167) 

where we have assumed live Eavors between the two scales M and 8. The stroog 

coupliog constant 9. in Egos.( 105) and ( 106) has to be replaced by the running 

coupliog g,(p). To estimate the resulting neutron electric dipole moment, we employ 

the valence quark model which gives 

D” = ;e(;fd + g.,. uw 
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Therefore the two loop contributions to the neutron electric dipole moment due to 

the CP violating neutral Higgs bosoo exchange is 

DN = ~(~)(~)‘(~)“~~F~(lm~-Imio)(2*r+~lf(~) 

+ (ImZ&hr + +&) + Imi0(2*d - s))dz)l W) 
To estimate its magnitude, asmme the neutral Higgs boson to have about the mme 

mass M the t quark and rawme the CP violating quantities 1m.G and lm& to be of 

order unity. Take M -, lOOGeV, g.(M)/4 * is about 0.1, and following Weinbergp’t, 

use &)/4x = l/d. This gives DN to be about 7.6 x lo-“(mr/lOMeV)e - cm. 

Therefore even if we conservatively used the current quark masxs the contribution is 

almat two orders of magnitude larger than the one loop estimate quoted earlier under 

the came assumptions about the neutral Higgs boson mass and CP violating param- 

eters. If the constituent quarks m- are used instead, one can bocet up at leaat 

one order of magnitude of thi above atimation of DN. Also, this is already about 

two orders of magnitude larger than the neutml Higgs boson contribution though 

the two loop induced cbromo-electric dipole moment of the gluon under the mme 

assmnptionsl’~. Barr and 2679 also calculated the electric dipole moments of the 

light quarka in the photonic two loop mechanism. Tbe gluonic two loop contribution 

discussed here is actually larger than the photooic one. This gluonic two loop me&a- 

&m therefore provide the most stringent constraints on the CP violating parameter 

and/or the neutral Higgs boson mws. Of comae. one should also keep in mind that 

the estimate of ON is newwarily more uncertlin than the photonic one due to the 

low energy hadronic phydcs. Using this mecbardsm, one can already rule out some 

of the models of CP violation which use the neutral Higga bosons u the main source 

of CP violationf”l. 

C. Electric Dipole Moment of W boson 

Here we like to discuss another recent development about CP viodtion, the electric 

dipole moment Dw of the W gauge bceon, Dw. 

Immediately after the discovery of CP violation, it xv- suggated by Salzmrn and 

Salzmanf~ and other@* q that the observed CP violation in the neutral Kahn ayetern 
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might rault from an intrinsic electric dipole moment of W. The order-of-magoitude 

of the CP violation parameter c in the kaoo decay is very close lo P/X and hence this 

supdested a CP violating electromagnetic effect on the weak interaction amplitudes. 

It wm also realized that a finite Dw could induce an electric dipole moment for the 

neutron. 

There ate two levels one can pose questions about Dw. The first one is, given 

a model of CP violation, how large is the induced Dw. This question has been 

investigated to ooe loop level in ref.[gl, 821 la particular, it WM found that there is 

oo one loop contribution in models in which there is no right-handed vector current. 

Models in which CP violation is mediated by Higgs bosom are examples of this type. 

in models in which CP violation is mediated by neutral Higgs bosons, a two loop 

analysis of Dw bar been presented in ref.[g3]. Two loop contributions to Dw for 

models in which CP violation ia mediated by charged Higgs bosom has also been 

da&‘l. In this section we like to review these calculations. 

At the second level, one likes to know given ?. nonzero electric dipole moment 

for W what kind of physical measurement will constrain its value. Marciano and 

Queijei& updated the orignd andyris of Sdzmao and Sdzmanl’~ and they found 

that measurements of the neutron electric dipole moment of the order IO-“e - cm 

could be used to place a very stringent upper bound on Dw for its absolute magnitude 

lDwl< 1O-n’ e-cm. WJ) 

They have assumed a resonable form factor to tame the divergence. Unless thin 

form factor suppression ia much stronger, otherwise the restriction eliminatea the 

pasibility of using Dw to explain e. However, the effect of Dw of tbe order of 

IO-“‘e-cm may atill be accusiblc~@ 10 certain processes, for instance in the acaiteriag 

ye* -+ W’V, for future experiments. Also, careful atudiea of the polar and azimuthal 

distributiona of leptons and aatileptoos produced in W decaysf’l may further Provide 

useful conatraiots on the size of Dw. With the iocreasing production luminmity of 

W pairs in laborrtoriea, it becomes of curreot inkreal to estimate the size of Dw in 
various CP-violating gauge models. 

Aa it ia well known that if P- and T-symmetries are violated, elementary particles 

with spin degreea of freedom may have electric dipole moments. The most geoen.l 
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form of the W boson coupled to a photon has seven terma”‘I among them two of 

which violate P- and T- and hence CP-symmetries, 

ikWjW.+ + i(A/hf&)WJuW~Fm. (111) 

Hen W, is the W- gauge potential. W, = c?,W, -&W, + ..., and the dud of the 

photon field atrengtb is @ = SC-~(&~. -&A.). In the momentum space, these 

terms can be expressed aa 

fI(P)C’“~(P - d)e + m7)/M~)~““~P(P - P’MP + Pm + P’),. (112) 

Here p and p’ are the incoming and the outgoing momenta of the W boaon. The form 

fwtors fi = X-k and fs = fA are functions of (p-p’)’ (the square of the momentum 

transfer). The electric dipole moment Dw can be exprwsed18’l in terms of these form 

factors in the limit (p - #)’ - 0 in the unit of ef%Uw = 1.2 Y IO-‘* e-cm, 

Dw = (fi - 4/d(e/2&) (113) 

In gauge theoria, a CP-violating but SU(2)‘ invariant term 6’W+‘mu, can be added 

to the Lagrangian. However, this term can be rewritten as a total divergence rod 

thus will not contribute to Dw perturbatively. Nonperturbative effects due to such a 

term ia suppressed at least by a faccOM exp(-8r’/g’), where g is the weak coupling 

constant, and hence extremely amdl. In what follows we will ignore thin contribution. 

Also, note that the lint term in Eq. (2) hm a dimenaiondity of four. However, this 

term is not invariant under SIJ(2)r x U(1) and, therefore, can only be generated 

through higher dimeesiond gauge invariant temu of the form ,PWt W,& Hen p 

reprwents, genericdly, ao interaction of n neutrd Higga fields. Since the other term 

dready hrs a dimensiondity of six, the CP-violating electromagnetic form facror ir 

thus induced by operaton with a dimensiondity bufer than four. As a result, Dw 

is calculable even in models with .hw# CP-violation. Note that the second term 

can be SCJ(2)‘ x f/(l)v invariant if dl three fields r&c from SU(2)‘. 

It ia interesting to note that Marciano md Queijeiro@q used only the dimeosioo 

4 krm in Eq.( 111) aa dlective interaction to calculate the nmtroo electric dipole 

moment induced by it. To regulate the divergent iokgrd, they introduced a fm 

factor. 
I 2 I 

k = Aw(ka - k .,!A$?; k .4 _ ,,‘) 
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where 9. k are momenta the photoo and the W respectively, to cut off the integrd. 

They found that the experimental constraint on D. implies that the coupling k haa 

to he 5 16-3. There are two ioteresting questiona one CM ask shout this result. First 

of al] one Iike to know how model dependence is the form factor they used. This CM 

he done hy analyzing the form factors of some of the models that we will calculate 

later. Tbia work is still in progress. Secondly since the dimension six operator CM 

give m important contribution to DN as the dimension four one, one like to ask the 

same question for this operator aa well. 

An obvious distinction between the CP-conserving and the CP-violating eletrw 

magnetic form facton of W is that the CP-violating terms are directly proportional 

to the Levi-Civita tensor. Such a tensor occurs naturally in the spioor trace of the 

Dire,c matrices, cure@ = i’IY(7”7’7”7+‘ys). Thus the fermion loop is required to give 

Dw. This fact cao be understood in a differnet way. A perturbative renormalizable 

theory that contains ooly gauge bosons and Higgs bosom (without fermiox+) is always 

invariant under the symmetry P: Z’ - ~.“v W’ -4 w,, 0 + $6. Consequently, the 

lowest order that may potenlially contribule to Dw must contain fcrmioa loops. 

To study the size of Dw quantitatively, we consider the following general W- 

fermion interaction 

f= = -SW; C I.yc(KjL + U,R)/; + ~(m;f~;fn. + m&&). (115) 
ij 

Here L, R = f( 1 T %), i sod j are generation indices, f and /’ represent fermion 

fields with charges different by one tit. The phavs in the mixing matrics V and CJ 

are the source of the CP violation. CP violation requires only ooe f and one f’. We 

put in more thao one just for generality. The CP violation mechanixn is the aame aa 

the left-right model one discussed is Section I.D.. Clearly, Cp Go&ion requires that 

our answer be proportional to m,m;VU for the simplest one,geoeration case. The 

oncloop contributions to Dw are depicted in Fig. 28. Evaluating these graphs, we 

find 

where the function is 

+, Y) = 1’ d*+ _ a 1) + a* + (1 - 0)y - if 
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WV 

W W 

Figure 28: Ont-loop Feyoman graphs for calculrtiag Dw due to the left-handed and 

the right handed currents. 

Here Qi and vj are the chargea for the fermions / and /’ rapectively. The color 

factor C is I or 3 for the lepton or for the quark. Tbe fermion maasa m; and m; 

occur explicitly in the factor 2 due to the b&city argument. Typical value of the 

function Z at the electroweak scale is about unity, e.g. Z(l.l) = &/9 z 0.6. 

Note that this one loop contribution gives rise to only the dimension four operator 

in Eqn 111. It xems to be the general case that only the model with wme kind of 

right-handed cumnt CM contribute to Dw at the one loop level and at the one loop 

level the only operator that is induced is the dimension four one. The reason for this 

is not very clear yet. 

la the Iollming we sbdl go through diKenot models of CP violation and investi- 

gate their contribution to Dw (1). In the KM model,[q the electric dipole moment 

vaaishca at one&op level because there ia no right-handed curteot (I& = 0). A two 

loop estimate wan given before in Eqo.( 17) of Section LB.. IO fact, one cao uye 

that even at the two loop level the contribution is probably zero. Tbe ugomeot goa 

ZLY follows. There rue only low fermion lines in the two loop diagr~. In the unitw 

gauge, all the interactions M left-handed therefore the quuk m- must appeu 

quadratically. In the KM model, the CP violation disappem when my tr)o of the 

up- or the down-type quuh exe degonerak in ~IDLY. TherefoE we utpect my CP 

violating dlect to carry a factor of nia(rni - mi,)(mk- ml,). As l rmau]t, therr 
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Figopz 29: A sample of two-loop Feynman graphs for calculating Dw in the neutrd 

Iliggs model of CP violation. 

UC a totd of 6 powers of quadratic mass differences. The CIM elTect at each fermion 

lioe in the loop yields ooe factor of quadratic mass differences. Therefore. from Z+ two 

loop diagram, it cao only produce four powers of quadratic mass difTerencca which is 

amdler than the 6 powers aa needed for CP violation. The uguemnt is of course very 

quditative. In fact it contradict with a recent claim by Hoogeveen[3”l who calculated 

three loop contributions to the electric dipole moment of the electron. His diagrams 

contain a two loop subdiagram which is suppceed to contribute to DIV. 

(2). In the Weinberg-Higga modellq, U<j = 0. Consequently, Dw = 0 at oneloop level. 

However, a nonzero Dw can arise through tweloop graphs. The dominant diagrama 

for neutrd Higga modelr of CP violation are shown in Fig. 29 Some of the neutral 

Higga contributions (Fig. ‘B(a)) h we been recently studied by He and McKel1ar.l~ 

The complete two loop amplitude still require8 more detailed calculations. Also, they 

have ooly cdculskd the urntribution of the diagrams to the dimeorion four operator 

in Eqo.( 111). In geoerd, the dimension 6 operator cao contribute aa large M the 

dimension four ooc in this case. 

For the charged Higgs modela the leading diagrams are ahowo in Fig. 30. Nok 

that if the charged Hiw rras# ia u lar&e u the neutrd Hisa mam sod they hwe 

aimilu CP violating ph- then the neutrd Higga contribution will dominate because 

the charged Hi@ diagrams are suppressed by extra powerr of lighkr quark mrss (m,). 
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Figure 30: A sample of two-loop Feynman graphs for calculating Dw in the charged 

Higgs model of CP violation. 

However, in many model&“‘l the chargod Hiw can not be too heavy because it haa 

to be used to explain c while there is no similar situation for neutrd Higgs. Therefore 

it is still very inkresting to inwstiagk charged Higgs contributioaf”l. 

Here we shdl only e&male the size of Dw for neutrd Higgs models to be of the 

Dw -8in6~($)‘(~)‘(&)’ (1W 
The CP violating phase 6~ charackrizea the complex mixing in the Higga sector. It 

could be of the order of unity. The contribution is large if the the mass mm of the 

neutrd Higp is mndl. With three generations of fermionr, it gives 

Dw(Higgs Model) 5 lo-"( &)'(=$)'e - cm. (119) 

For ml w 100 CeV and mp m 10 GeV, this yielda Dw < lO-"e -cm. 

(3). In left-right model8l’“‘~ the leading contribution should be due to the CP 
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violating pbue associate with the left-right mixing. The electric dipole moment 

&,, arises even for the cb~e of only one generation. We can consider the dominant 

contribution from the top and the bottom quark generation (assuming 9~ = gR). 

Im(V&J cf Fsin6u, (120) 

where C is the left-right mixing which ir boundl”l by [ 5 5 x lOma. We find the 

dominant contribution is of the order 

Dw(LRh4wlef) = Caio&nG M 2 !y!(&) 

4 x[u($&-*(“t -)] <lo-“e-cr”. (121) 
a R A$’ hi& 

(4). In supenymmetric (SUSY) models I*fi the internal fermioos in Fig. 28 can be 

superaymmetric particles -the charginos and the neutralinos. To show the bzoic 

mechanism of the CP violation, we consider only the caw when the neutralino is 

the pbotino + and the chargino is the wine w. In general, the photino will mix 

with the neutral hi&no, the zino and the neutrinm; and the wine will mix with 

the charged higgsino. We avoid this extra complication in the simplified scenario in 

order the illustrate the physics involved. One can easily extend our approach to the 

general case. In terms of the independent Weyl’s fields ut, wE and q,,, the relevant 

Lagrangian is 

t = -cW,+(~$7”4~ + -$+~) - rn+Ti;-iL - rn&%~u~ + + h. c. (122) 

The rnaas terms of the wino and the photino break auper~ymmetry softly. A phase 6~ 

in the maas term ia usually allowed and it cannot be totally absorbed by redefining the 

fieldr. Consequently, this cauwa CP non+xx?ervation. To recover the usual form of 

the rnasa expression, we define the Dirac field w+ = tot + e”‘(wE)’ and the Majorana 
field 4 = +r, + +;. The above Lagrangian becomes 

L = --eW$+7*(L - ,i”SR)j _ +,& - m>+w+ + (W 

Both the left-handed and the right-handed currents appear with a relative phase Ss. 

We can obtain Dw from EZqns.( 115- 117). 
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(124) 

Usually there could be additional factors due to the the mixing3 among chargina 

and neutralinos. At present, no direct phenomenological constraint on these mixing9 

is available. Also, the CP-violating phase 63, allowed by the &t aupersymmetry 

breaking Lagrangian, could be naturally of the order of unity. The only natural 

suppression on Dw in this class of models ia thus the loop factor e’/4r’. Aa a result, 

we expect that in supersymmetric modela Dw could be aa large as the present limit 

given by Eqn. 110 

&(SUSY Model) < lo-“e-cm. (125) 

(5). In mirror mod&l* the presence of mirror quarks and mirror leptons introduces 

right-handed currents with W. The mixing between a quark and its mirror image, 

[,, is strongly constrained by the absence ot flavor changing neutral current, where 

one find@1 

(, < 10-S - IO-‘. (126) 

The relevant Lagrangian can be written aa: 

I: = -gW”(Uiyd‘ + LfR7vlR) 

+MuuidJ~ + M,d,D, + h&(ti&, + dLD,x) 

+m,ukw + mdd‘dn + rn”rJLIJa + m&D.q + . (127) 

Note that h4* are SLI(2)‘ invariant masses and mi are R!(Z)‘ broken muses. It 

is reasonable to arsume that m.,md w the smallest massive parametera. Also, the 

mastmint on mirror mixing, Eqn.( 126) require rnu,rn~ ) M+,. It is pcesible 

to define the fielda M) that only m.,mc are complex, i.e. CP violating parameters. 

Therefore the CP violating e&t should be proportional to either m. or m,. Now, it 

ia eary to draw diagrams that will contribute to Dw. Some typical ona are shown 

in Fig. 31. J&h M; insertion corresponds a factor of < mixing. It then folkws 

from &ns.( 115- 117) that contributions to Dw from virtual quark-mirror-quark 

exchange is typically of the order 

&v---t ,‘:t ~sin6~(&-)~;lO-“e-cm. (1-w 

The phax 6~ characterizea the complex mixing among the quark and its mirror. 

A similar size of contribution can also be generated from lepton-lepton mixings. It 
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w 

Figure 31: Typical graph for Dw in the mirror models with the relevant mass inser- 

tions illustrated. 

phould also he pointed out that the coostraint on (, can be evaded if (1) there is a 

fourth generation and (2) its mixiog with the rut al the generations are negligible. 

In that case, we find Dw can he as large u of the order IO-“c - cm. 

Conclusion 

We have reviewed the hapic mechanisms of CP violation in gauge theory. We have 

also used the recent development in CP violation M example to illustrate how these 

me&nisms work in producing CP violating phenomenology. There are a lot of very 

exciting CP phenomenology we have not been able to cover due to limiting in space 

and time. Example are CP violation in the B system or CP violation in Kd decay, 

hyperon decay. However armed with the mechanisms and the examples illustarted in 

this paper, the reader may be able to do ~rne exploring of his own. 
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